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GROUP: Vodafone continued to look set for
a prolonged period of uncertainty over its
flagship emerging market presence in India, after
acknowledging that the tumult thrown up by new rival
Reliance Jio’s launch has hit its plans for a local share
listing. Jio’s Welcome Offer blitz was said by Group
Chief Executive Vittorio Colao to have impacted
“at least… the timing” of the flotation — which is
seen as a key strategic play for both Vodafone India
and enabler of broader Group moves and M&A.
The disruption of Jio’s debut came as VfIn (and
several rivals, including the new entrant) shelled out
yet more money on spectrum rights, after bidding in
India’s latest multi-band frequency auction. [pp.6,7.]
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While Vodafone management continues to report
strong progress in assimilation of its recent, major
cableco buyouts — Kabel Deutschland and ONO — both
integration processes remained in the shadow of legal
entanglements. Activist hedge fund Elliot Management
scored a victory in its ongoing battle with KDG over the
takeover’s valuation of the operator, while Vodafone said
it is to launch appeals against Spanish tax rules that have
complicated legal integration of ONO. [pp.9,38.]

50 Vodacom — South Africa
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56 INDEX

Vodafone Ventures, the Group’s increasingly quiet
startup investment arm, looked to have divested its
stake in customer retention specialist Pontis after the
latter firmed up a long-anticipated sale to Amdocs. [pp.9–11.]
Vodafone continued to build out the reach of
the Partner Markets federation in sub‑Saharan
Africa, expanding its relationship with Dutch
wireless startup Afrimax Group to a third territory
— Cameroon. The two partners reasserted plans to
explore opportunities elsewhere in the region, again
posing the question of how Vodafone will manage
potential conflict with existing African interests. In the
Middle East, Zain was lost as a partner for the
second time . [pp.12–16.]
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People movements included the installation of a new
head for the Group’s Vodafone IoT unit, continuing the
recent reshuffle of central enterprise services leadership.
[p.24.]
Paulo Glórias, Business Development Director
of part-Vodafone-owned IT systems integration
specialist Celfocus, spoke to Vodafonewatch about
its strategic direction and most recent activity with
the Group, particularly around customer experience
transformation and convergence. [pp.26–29.]
EUROPE: Vodafone Germany flagged investments in
data centre and network infrastructure to bolster its
claim as the operator for the “Gigabit Society”. A new,
“Super‑Core” data centre was opened in Berlin, and VfD
released “up-to-375Mbps” mobile network connectivity in
22 German cities. [pp.31,34.]
Enterprise customer experience improvement continued to
appear an area of priority for central operations and OpCos.
Dutch vendor Calvi highlighted an engagement with VfD
on billing personalisation and telecoms expense management
solutions in the business-to-business market. [p.33.]
Vodafone Spain highlighted expansion of its fibre-tothe-home services and launched new promotional offers, as
well as mooting an upcoming DOCSIS 3.1 upgrade for ONO’s
cable network, as competition ramps up between it and
wireline rivals such as Orange Spain and Telefónica España.
[pp.36,37.]
Vodafone UK’s direction on converged service
competition remained less confidence-inspiring.
Vittorio Colao indicated that protection of market
share and profitability will remain the priority for
the struggling OpCo, and, despite recent (tentative)
moves on wireline broadband and TV, predicted it will
see “almost no profitability” in the consumer fixed-line
market unless regulatory battles with incumbent BT
go its way. [pp.40,41.]

AFRICA, MIDDLE EAST AND ASIA‑PACIFIC:
Vodafone Hutchison Australia indicated eagerness to
“explore opportunities” in the developing, 4G‑based
emergency services communications space, after
being named among the initial supporters of Nokia’s new
Mission Critical Communications Alliance. VHA described
the grouping’s formation as a “really important step in
collaborating and developing the best ideas into solutions
that leverage commercial 4G networks to provide
improved public safety”. [pp.43,44.]
Alongside India, Egypt remained a major area
of competitive and macro uncertainty for the
AMAP Region. Vodafone Egypt and its two mobile
rivals rejected new 4G licences offered to them by the
country’s National Telecommunications Regulatory
Authority, and enlisted the GSM Association to provide
backup for an expected renegotiation attempt.
The move not only leaves a possible gap for new
challengers to enter the market, via auction of the
leftover airwave rights — it also sees junior VfEg
parent Telecom Egypt move closer to a standalone
mobile entrance that would disrupt both the market
and VfEg’s ownership. TE was the only current market
player to take up the offer of a 4G licence. [pp.46,47.]
Safaricom dismissed leftfield rumours of a play by
Facebook for its much-vaunted M‑PESA m‑money business.
The operator trumpeted revenue and user growth for the
service, driven by resilience and flexibility afforded by its
recent shift to local infrastructure platform G2. [pp.47,48.]
Vodafone New Zealand flagged expansion of
wireless and wireline network rollout ambitions in
line with new targets associated with the country’s Rural
Broadband Initiative. [p.49.]
Next-generation wireline network infrastructure
continued to be a developing area of investment
for Vodafone’s emerging markets businesses. Vodacom
South Africa, which recently indicated eagerness to speed up
a disrupted fibre rollout strategy, struck several agreements
to lease capacity on other players’ wireless infrastructure.
The most prominent tie‑up was a reciprocal deal with public
transport provider the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa,
involving dark fibre leasing and resale of Vodacom Business’s
services to Prasa clients. [pp.50,51.]
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Jio’s free 4G assault hits Indian IPO
Group Chief Executive Vittorio Colao confirmed
the operator’s planned listing of shares in
Vodafone India (VfIn) has been pushed back,
following the highly aggressive, 1 September 2016
entrance of newcomer Reliance Jio Infocomm
(Vodafonewatch, #147).

Bankrolled by Mukesh Ambani, Chairman of Reliance Industries
and India’s richest man, Jio is aiming to attract around
one million subscribers-a-day during the Welcome Offer period,
to take it quickly to the 100 million-mark (and well beyond the
70–80 million that most analysts think the venture requires to
turn a profit). However, reports since the launch have mooted
slower uptake, in the region of 500,000 per-day, with SIM card
availability and service quality cited as possible inhibitors.

Speaking at Goldman Sachs’ September 2016
Communacopia Conference in New York, Colao said Jio’s
Welcome Offer of free, unlimited 4G data and voice until
end‑2016 had “complicated” the market picture in India.
While emphasising his belief that VfIn can be “competitive”
with Jio, he said the promotion will “make it very hard to
really understand the numbers from both an outside [and
an] inside point of view… Customers who can afford a 4G
phone will take the offer, because why wouldn’t you?”
Colao acknowledged incumbent players’ growth levels
would be “hit” by Jio’s launch, but stressed that he didn’t
know “by how much”. He also cited the likelihood of further
“confusion” over reporting of operators’ active SIM card
numbers, and the operational question over how well Jio’s
voice-over-IP services perform during the launch phase.

Months before Jio ripples dissipate
Colao did not indicate when Vodafone is now likely to have
sufficient confidence to enact the long‑anticipated initial
public offering (IPO), which is expected to see around
10% of the OpCo’s equity put in play. During his interview,
Colao commented that “all the numbers will become more
complicated, until February [2017], probably”, but further
on in the conversation, said that “we need to prepare for
fifteen months… of very careful analysis of what is going
on, because it will be complicated”.

“

So far, we keep working [on the IPO]. I have to say
this free offer makes things more difficult, because of
course you cannot really do an IPO without stable
numbers. When [we will] get stable numbers is a bit of
a question mark now. So, for sure there is an impact.
There will be at least an impact on the timing, based
on this five months of unexpected delay of the real
billing operation of Jio. So, we are still working, [but]
the timing has become less clear. ” — Colao.
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Jio move has M&A implications inside
and outside India
Vodafone selected banking partners for the flotation in
early-2016, and had, in more recent local media reports,
been expected to file a draft prospectus for potential
investors before the end of the year (Vodafonewatch,
#143 and passim).
As well as raising cash, with receipts of $2bn
(£1.6bn/€1.8bn)–$3bn said to be targeted, the move has
been considered as having both: local political benefits,
by making VfIn more of an “Indian” company; and global
implications, by providing more certainty over VfIn’s
value to Vodafone’s more emerging markets-sceptic M&A
buddy Liberty Global.
During his Communacopia interview, Colao went on to
reiterate that another likely outcome of Jio’s entrance
would be local consolidation, beyond the series of smaller
deals seen in India during recent months (including VfIn’s
pending purchase of cableco YOU Broadband India, and
speculation linking it with moves for Idea Cellular and
Telenor India — Vodafonewatch, #145–#147). “Three years
from now, there will be fewer players”, he said.

More cash for Indian money-pit
The Italian’s comments came as India’s latest spectrum
auction took place, as scheduled, in early-October 2016,
with both Jio and VfIn among the seven participants
(Vodafonewatch, passim).
In the run‑up, VfIn was tipped to bid aggressively, in part
to make up for its withdrawal from the 2010 Broadband
Wireless Access (2.3GHz) sale that in effect gave rise to Jio’s
inception (Vodafonewatch, 2010.06) — and VfIn indeed
proved to the be the largest spender, laying out INR 202.8bn
(£2.5bn/€2.7bn) on 1800MHz, 2.1GHz, and 2.5GHz rights.
VfIn — which remains stretched on spectrum resource
when compared with other Group OpCos, despite
laying out nearly INR 800bn on airwave rights this
decade — said the purchases will enable it to enhance
4G services in key circles. It had boosted its coffers by
securing around $7bn of equity funding from its parent
Group prior to the sale.
A fuller report on the auction’s outcome will be published
in the next Vodafonewatch report.
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Vf V slims down further as Amdocs snaps up Pontis
Group startup investment arm Vodafone Ventures
(VfV) continued to see portfolio trimmed, leaving
questions over its current ambitions and direction.
Pontis, a marketing solutions provider that
works with multiple Group OpCos and received
investment from VfV in 2010–2012, firmed up a
long-mooted sale to telecoms solutions provider
Amdocs (Vodafonewatch, #132 and passim).

In mid‑September 2016, Amdocs named Pontis as one
of three providers it has acquired to further its “digital
strategy”, alongside “interactive billing” specialist Brite Bill
and subscription management software provider Vincidia.
Combined, the three “similarly-priced” businesses are said
to have cost Amdocs $260m (£200m/€231m) in cash.
This could imply an approximate $87m value for Pontis,
which would not suggest much of a return (if any) for VfV
on its investment. The unit is understood to have provided
at least $6m in finance to Pontis, and to have held a
5.3%-stake in the business at 31 March 2015. Vodafone is
also a customer of both Amdocs and Pontis.

M&A
• Vodafone suffered a setback in its

14.43% stake in KDG, was unhappy at the

special audit, claiming it was hampered by

ongoing battle with activist hedge fund

price Vodafone paid for the cableco in 2013

KDG management and missed important

Elliot Management over valuation of cable

(Vodafonewatch, #129 and passim). It claims

events between April 2013 and Vodafone’s

operator acquistion Kabel Deutschland

an internal enterprise valuation carried out

buyout offer in June 2013. Franck Tuil, Senior

(KDG). According to Elliot, KDG has

by KDG estimated the provider to be worth

Portfolio Manager at Elliott, said he was

withdrawn an appeal against a second special

€109.5‑ to €150.5‑per‑share — “significantly

“optimistic” that Vodafone and KDG will be

audit at KDG, ordered by the Regional Court

higher” than the price tendered by

found to have withheld relevant information.

of Munich in June 2016 (Vodafonewatch,

Vodafone, and subsequently recommended

“It remains likely that the incremental cost to

#145), after receiving a “note” from Munich’s

to shareholders by KDG management.

be borne by Vodafone will be in the billions

Higher Regional Court. Elliot, which has a

Elliot successfully appealed against the first

of euros”, he said.

• Former Vodafone Group

highlighted Juvo’s software as a platform

that operators can use as the basis for

Chief Executive Arun Sarin continued

to help operators improve “customer

extending data, messaging, and voice

a prolific recent run of investments

satisfaction, network efficiency, and

usage credit to prepaid users, thus helping

in telecoms and media startups,

profitability”. Juvo — which soft‑launched

build loyalty. Sarin has also recently

participating in a $14m (£10.8m/€12.5m)

its services in 2014, and claims to now be

flagged investments in Indian startups

funding round in US‑based prepaid user

working with five (unnamed) operator

Ola (ride‑hailing), Pine Labs (payments),

retention specialist Juvo Mobile. Sarin was

groups — pitches an application to

and Saavn (streaming), as well as Swedish

among several senior industry figures said

smartphone users that tracks their

over‑the‑top communications specialist

to have contributed to the funding round,

behaviour. It builds information on

Truecaller (Vodafonewatch, #136, #137,

and, in the accompanying statement, he

their usage into an “identity score”

#145, and #147).

PEOPLE
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Caringo and Taqua also in action

Selling mode

Another VfV-related deal announced in September 2016
saw Taqua — a packet-based wireless technology
specialist in which VfV secured warrants during 2011
(Vodafonewatch, passim) — acquired by US peer
Sonus Networks, in a move geared towards product
portfolio expansion. “Taqua’s Virtual Mobile Core is
particularly compelling, as it allows Sonus to increase
penetration in the VoLTE and VoWiFi markets as those
markets emerge and then ultimately converge based
on a single, unified core network architecture”, said
Raymond Dolan, President and Chief Executive of Sonus.
Vodafone has not revealed the nature of the ties with
Taqua that underpinned its warrants in the company.

VfV — whose activity levels have ebbed and flowed ever
since its formation in 2000 — appears currently in a more
dormant phase, contrasting with prolific equivalent units
at rivals such as Deutsche Telekom and Telefónica Group.

A yet further development to emerge during the month
was that Caringo — a storage software provider that
VfV bought into during 2007 and 2008 (Vodafonewatch,
2008.02) — flagged the completion of an $8.8m Series‑B
funding round, but without confirming any contributors
to the financing (or, by extension, how the move impacts
the 5.1% stake VfV held in the vendor as of 31 March 2015).
The new funding will help Caringo “accelerate our product
roadmap, expand in key vertical market segments, and
continue to invest in demand generation and awareness
programmes”, said Chief Executive Jonathan Ring. VfV is
understood to have provided at least $2.2m in funding to
Caringo since tying with the vendor.

Developments at the division have been dominated, more
recently, by either warrant‑based deals with partners,
or exits — including:
•
•
•
•

eBay’s 2016 acquisition of Expertmaker.
Google’s late‑2015 Jibe Mobile buyout.
The 2014 flotation of MobileIron.
The sale of VfV’s stakes in Yelp and
Perfecto Mobile during 2014 and 2015, respectively
(Vodafonewatch, #144 and passim).

GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY
• Vodafone claimed to have

launch in 2017 (and ambition to extend

Netherlands is apparently as high as

completed the world’s first trial of

the technology across its entire 4G

95% (Vodafonewatch, #140). To speed

standardised Narrow Band Internet

footprint by 2020 — Vodafonewatch,

up NB‑IoT development, Vodafone, in

of Things (NB‑IoT) technology on a

#144). Shortly after the announcement,

collaboration with Huawei, set up an

live commercial network. The trial took

Vodafone Netherlands was reported to

NB‑IoT Open Lab at its UK Newbury

place in Madrid, Spain, using equipment

be planning a commercial NB‑IoT launch

campus in April 2016 (Vodafonewatch,

from Huawei Technologies. Vodafone

in mid-2017 using Ericsson equipment.

#145). NB‑IoT trials have also taken

hailed the test, conducted on a live 4G

Vodafone previously claimed it could

place at Group subsidiaries in the

base station over 800MHz spectrum,

typically software-upgrade about 85%

Czech Republic, Italy, and Turkey

as the “last important milestone”

of its LTE base stations to NB‑IoT, but

(Vodafonewatch, #144, #145, and #146).

before its planned commercial NB‑IoT

the possible conversion rate in the
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Table 1 Vodafone startup investments and interests, where known, October 2016
Company (activity)

Origin

Specialism/proposition

Company (activity)

Origin

Specialism/proposition

Affirmed Networks

USA (MA)

Wireless network equipment and
services.

mimic technology
(formerly Disternet
Technology)

Canada

Media personalisation software.

Caringo

USA (TX)

Storage software.

Oxford Biosignals
(formerly t+ Medical)

UK

M‑healthcare.

CellEra

Israel

Clean‑tech for network
infrastructure.

Perfecto Mobile
Israel
(formerly Nexperience) *

Mobile application testing.

Cognia (formerly
Compliant Phones)

UK

Enterprise voice and payment
services.

Qualia (formerly Buzzd /
LocalResponse)

USA (NY)

Social advertising technology.

Device Insight

Germany

M2M platforms and services.

Skorpios Technologies

USA (NM)

Silicon photonics technology.

Finsphere

USA (WA)

Mobile authentication.

Top Optimized
Technologies

USA (CA)

Network optimisation consultancy
and equipment provider.

Flybits

Canada

Contextualised mobile messaging.

Vasona Networks

USA (CA)

Video and content delivery
optimisation.

Headwater Partners

USA (CA)

Telecoms intellectual property
collaboration and investment.

VOSS Solutions

UK

Communications-as-a-service
platforms.

ItsOn

USA (CA)

Mobile service platforms.

CURRENT INVESTMENTS

STARTUPS WITH INCUBATION TIES AND/OR WARRANTS/OPTIONS (past and current)
AdMaxim

UK

M‑marketing platform.

Humin

USA (CA)

Smartphone contact
contextualisation software.

Agora Mobile

Canada

Browser-based application
development platform.

INETCO Systems

Canada

Application performance
monitoring software.

Apigee

USA (CA)

Mobile application development
platform.

Kumu Networks

USA (CA)

Wireless network technology.

Argyle Data

USA (CA)

Fast data-driven network analytics. Naratte

USA (CA)

Wireless payment technology.

Beintoo

USA (NY)

M‑marketing platform.

Objectivity

USA (CA)

Big data analytics software.

Embee Mobile

USA (CA)

Crowdsourced intelligence.

Quixey

USA (CA)

App search engine.

Expertmaker

Sweden

Artificial intelligence software.

Taqua

USA (TX)

Network equipment and service
platforms.

FarCare

USA (GA)

Software for care providers.

Vibin

USA (CA)

Mobile device software.

USA (CA)

M‑marketing.

MobileIron

USA (CA)

Mobile device management
software.

biozoom Services (formerly
Germany
Opsolution Mobile)

M‑healthcare.

mTLD

Ireland

Mobile internet domains.

Brilliant
Telecommunications

USA (CA)

Network timing and
synchronisation technology.

PlaySpan

USA (CA)

Micro-transaction software.

Clickmarks **

USA (CA)

Enterprise application integration
software.

Pontis

Israel

M‑marketing software.

Evolution Robotics

USA (CA)

Autonomous navigation and visual
SavaJe Technologies
pattern-recognition technology.

USA (MA)

Mobile device middleware.

Expertmaker *

Sweden

Artificial intelligence software.

USA (WA)

Mobile interaction management
software.

EXITED INVESTMENTS
Amobee Media Systems

SnapIn Software

GameGround

Israel

Digital gaming.

The Key Revolution

UK

Smart keys.

Invitation Digital ***

UK

Mobile and online vouchers.

United Hubbing

UK

Roaming solutions.

Jibe Mobile

USA (CA)

Application development and
communications services.

Yelp (via Qype buyout)

USA (CA)

Local review websites.

Notes: * VfV exit yet to be officially confirmed.
** Clickmarks was widely reported to have received investment from VfV in 2003, as part of a broader financing round, but this has not been officially confirmed.
*** VfV’s Invitation Digital stake was sold internally, to Vodafone Sales & Services, in 2012, as part of the latter’s majority buyout of the company.
Sources: Vodafone; Vodafonewatch; various.
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Vodafone breaks up with Zain (again)
Vodafone has split with Middle Eastern partner Zain Group
for the second time, Vodafonewatch can reveal.
Zain recently exited the Group’s Partner Markets
organisation after opting not to prolong its latest
tie‑up with Vodafone, which had covered Bahrain,
Kuwait, Jordan, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia (Vodafonewatch,
#105). “The upshot is Zain chose not to renew
our Partner Market agreement signed in 2012, and
accordingly we have parted on amicable terms”, said a
Group spokesperson.
The breakup comes despite Vodafone and Zain
flagging an expansion of the partnership, to cover
Internet of Things collaboration, as recently as
October 2015 (Vodafonewatch, #138). Zain did not get
back to Vodafonewatch with further information on the
decision, and continues to cite Vodafone as a partner on
its corporate website.

The Group has also recently mooted complications over
control of Vodafone Qatar, due to corporate law changes
in the emirate (Vodafonewatch, #146 and see separate
report). Besides those operations, Vodafone’s only other
major regional exposure is via another Partner Markets
tie-up, with United Arab Emirates-based du.
The breakup adds to a recent trend of retreat in
Partner Markets’ frontiers in Asia — a region where
the federation has traditionally had a strong presence.
Afghanistan’s Roshan and Sri Lanka’s Dialog — two of
Partner Markets’ longer-running affiliations — have in
recent times dropped their ties, and replacements have
yet to be announced in either territory.
Dialog joined Partner Markets in 2006, along with parent
Axiata Group’s businesses in Indonesia (XL) and Malaysia
(Celcom) — Vodafonewatch, 2006.02. The deal was
subsequently extended to include Singapore (M1). However,
question over the future of the Axiata link-up emerged with

Vodafone’s first link‑up with Zain (then MTC) came in

the subsequent lapsing of the Indonesian and Singaporean

2002–2003, and involved a (non‑equity) relationship with the

partnerships, and Vodafone’s 2011 Asia‑Pacific partnership

latter’s domestic business in Kuwait, and a minority stake in its

refresh and tie-up with regional operator grouping, the

fledgling Bahraini operation, after the two groups secured the

Conexus Mobile Alliance (Vodafonewatch, #95). Although the

kingdom’s second mobile licence (Vodafonewatch, 2003.05).

Malaysian component of the relationship remains in place,

However, in a recurring Partner Markets theme, the links

Axiata is a prominent, multi‑territory backer of Conexus’ rival,

were pared back as Zain’s subsequent expansion threatened

Asia Mobility Initiative, as well as a direct Group competitor in

conflict with other Group interests. Vodafone then revived

India (via Idea Cellular). Vodafone was recently linked with a

ties with a rolled-back and less-obviously-threatening Zain in

possible move for Idea, and has in the past been mooted as a

September 2012, and, in May 2014, finally offloaded its 6.25%

potential Axiata acquirer (Vodafonewatch, #147 and passim).

Zain Bahrain stake (Vodafonewatch, #124).
Roshan joined Partner Markets in 2008, building on an earlier

Thin on the ground

partnership with Vodafone on its M‑Paisa m‑remittance
service (Vodafonewatch, 2008.02). The relationship was

The split with Zain adds to wider muddiness over the
future of the Group’s reach in the Middle East. Other
questions currently being posed include over the future
of Vodafone’s presence in Egypt’s recalibrating telecoms
sector, where reports are suggesting that Zain may exploit
the shake‑up to enter the market (see separate report).

renewed in late‑2011.

None of Dialog, Roshan or Vodafone got back to
Vodafonewatch following requests for further information
on the reasons behind their exits.
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Africa still in expansion mode,
as Cameroon targeted
While churning Middle Eastern and Asian relationships,
Partner Markets has been filling gaps in its footprint in
Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa.
In September 2016, Vodafone extended its tie‑up with
regional wireless startup Afrimax Group to a third
territory — Cameroon. The deal — which follows
Ugandan and Zambian agreements announced with
Afrimax in November 2014 and June 2016, respectively
(Vodafonewatch, #130 and #145) — will, like those deals,
see a tapping into branding arrangement, with entry into
the market as “Vodafone Cameroon”.

Vodafone and Afrimax continued to indicate a wider
range of regional territories could be targeted under their
relationship in future, reasserting plans to “cooperate and
explore potential Partner Market opportunities in a variety
of territories in sub‑Saharan Africa”. Afrimax has indicated
that it is seeking to bring services to at least 15 markets
in the region, describing its mission as “bringing true
broadband connectivity to customers across Africa,
whether at work, at home, or at play”.
As noted previously, the deal with Afrimax brings with it
a number of political questions relating to conflict with
existing Group interests in Africa, and where these now sit on
Vodafone’s priority list, should its regional business be tabled
for a rejig in future. Afrimax’s launches in Cameroon and
Zambia, for example, have seen the operator enter markets

The Netherlands‑domiciled venture — which typically
focuses on TD‑LTE and Wi‑Fi-based services — said
it will initially target business and consumer users in
Cameroon’s two biggest cities, Douala and Yaoundé. It will
open Vodafone-branded retail stores and kiosks in “key
locations” in the two cities, supported by a “network of
distributors and resellers offering an attractive range of
LTE handsets and devices”. Its offering will include “data
services, fixed internet, and a suite of office solutions”.

where Vodacom Group already has secondary businesses
focused on enterprise customers, but with no plans stressed
for local collaboration. In Ghana, however, the Dutch group
was notably unable to tap into its alliance to support its
January 2016 launch, which put it up against Vodafone Ghana
(Vodafonewatch, #135). A similar approach was taken
by Vodafone with Globacom, another recent African
Partner Markets signup — where the partnership covers
Nigeria (another Vodacom Business Africa target market) but
not Ghana (Vodafonewatch, #139).

GROUP COMMERCIAL
• Vodafone confirmed the mobile

Japan (NTT DOCOMO); and

Vodafone to launch consumer voice or

virtual network operator (MVNO)

Malaysia (Maxis Communications)

data services in the country”. Vodafone’s

licence it recently acquired in Chile

— Vodafonewatch, #134 and passim.

acquisition of an MVNO licence was

was an Internet of Things (IoT)-focused

The spokesperson told regional news

disclosed by Chilean telecoms regulator

play (Vodafonewatch, #147). A Group

service Business News Americas that

Subtel during August 2016. The Group is

spokesperson indicated that the move

“Vodafone has applied for a mobile

said to have 24 months to activate the

will, as expected, see the launch of

telephony license to enable us to serve

licence by starting operations locally.

IoT services in partnership with local

our multinational customers for Internet

Representatives of Vodafone were said

Partner Markets affiliate Entel, mirroring

of Things services in Chile. Vodafone

to have met with Chilean authorities

similar deals in: the Arabian Gulf (with du

has a long-running partnership with

in early‑September 2016, to clarify the

and Zain Group); Brazil (Datora Telecom);

Entel in Chile, and there are no plans for

operator’s plans.
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Table 2 Vodafone Partner Markets and other third‑party ties, October 2016
Market

OpCo

Armenia

MTS

Joined
2008

MTS Group

Austria

A1

2003

mobilkom Austria

Australia

Vodafone
Hutchison
Australia (VHA)

Belgium

Proximus

2006

Benin

Globacom

2015

Botswana

Botswana Tele‑
communications
Corporation

2015

-

Notes

Wider links

• Has been described as a “Partner Market affiliate” by the Group, which holds 50% of CK Hutchison
VHA alongside Hutchison Whampoa.
Vodafone Group
• Renewed mid‑2014.

Belgacom
Globacom

Brazil

Vodafone Brasil

2013

• Joined via a deal between Vodafone and parent Datora Telecom.
• Ostensibly a more specialised relationship than others in the Partner Markets stable,
with a predominant focus on M2M.
• Saw Vodafone regain a presence in the country following the 2008–2009 lapse of
its Partner Markets relationship with Latin American giant América Móvil. Vodafone
has an option on shares in the venture.

Bulgaria

Mobiltel

2006

• Building on 2003 deal with parent mobilkom Austria.

mobilkom Austria
Afrimax Group

Cameroon

Afrimax

2016

• Part of a broader sub-Saharan relationship with Afrimax Group announced in
late‑2014. Vodacom also operates locally.

Canada

Rogers
Communications

2014

• Joined a few months after Vodafone UK and Vodafone Netherlands’ former
Chief Executive Guy Laurence’s appointment to take over at the Canadian operator.
• Rogers has flagged collaboration on procurement with Vodafone as a key area of
the tie‑up.
• Renewed mid‑2011.
• Saw Vodafone regain a presence in the country following the 2008–2009 lapse of its
Partner Markets relationship with Latin American giant América Móvil.
• M2M has been highlighted as a future area of collaboration, following Vodafone’s
late‑2016 acquisition of a virtual operator licence in Chile.

Chile

Entel

2008

Croatia

VIPnet

2003

Cyprus

CytamobileVodafone

2004

Denmark

TDC

2001

• Latest renewal was announced early‑2010 (alongside extension of agreement to
TDC’s operations in Norway and Sweden).

TDC

Dominican
Republic

Altice

2016

• Thought to cover Altice’s local Tricom and Orange Dominicana interests.

Altice Group

Estonia

Elisa

2002

mobilkom Austria

Elisa

Faroe Islands

Vodafone Iceland

2008

• Ostensibly joined in 2008, with adoption of Vodafone branding (and building on
pre-existing deal between Vodafone and sister operator Vodafone Iceland).

Fiji

Vodafone Fiji

2014

• Membership originally linked to Vodafone’s minority (but controlling) stake in the
operator, formed when it entered Fiji in the early-1990s.
• The relationship was reaffirmed when Vodafone sold out of the operator in mid‑2014.

Finland

Elisa

2002

Vodafone Iceland
Vodafone Fiji
Elisa

Pacific Mobile
French Polynesia
Telecom

2012

• Vodafone helped to establish the startup operator.

France

2002

• Altice Group’s SFR business operated as a Partner Market during Vodafone’s time as
a minority parent of the operator.
Altice Group
• SFR renewed the deal following the Group’s exit in 2011, and again in early‑2014
and mid-2016, after Altice’s acquisition of the operator from Vivendi.

Altice

Guam and the
Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands

NTT DOCOMO

2015

Guernsey

Airtel-Vodafone

2007

Conexus Mobile
Alliance
NTT
(DOCOMO Pacific)
• Vodafone competes with sister operator Bharti Airtel in India, Kenya, and elsewhere,
as well as maintaining ties with Airtel on Indian infrastructure venture Indus Towers.

Bharti Airtel
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Market

OpCo

Joined

Notes

Wider links

Hong Kong

Hutchison
Telecom

2011

• Linked up with the Group as part of Vodafone’s 2011 Conexus Mobile Alliance
tie‑up, replacing an earlier Partner Markets relationship with rival SmarTone.
• Confusingly, the relationship was originally described as an “Alliance Partnership”
CK Hutchison
rather than “Partner Markets” one, but now appears to fall under the federation’s
remit. It adds to numerous other connections in an intriguing relationship between Conexus Mobile
Alliance
Vodafone and parent CK Hutchison, including the VHA joint venture in Australia, a
now-defunct network-sharing pact in Ireland, and Vodafone’s buy out of Hutchison’s
stake in India’s Hutchison Essar during 2007.

Iceland

Vodafone Iceland

2003

• Agreement expanded to cover adoption of Vodafone brand in 2006. Relationship
also extends to the Faroe Islands.

Vodafone Iceland

Japan

NTT DOCOMO

2011

• Linked up with Vodafone as part of its 2011 Conexus Mobile Alliance tie‑up,
replacing Group links with rival SoftBank Mobile (acquirer of Vodafone Japan, and a
Group investment until late‑2010).
Conexus Mobile
• The relationship was originally described as an “Alliance Partnership” but appears
Alliance
to fall under the Partner Markets remit. In mid‑2014, the partners announced an
NTT
expansion of focus to M2M (not traditionally a ‘stock’ area of Partner Markets’
activity, but one increasing in prevalence as the Group seeks to build enterprise
reach).

Jersey

Airtel-Vodafone

2007

• Joined alongside sister operation in Guernsey.
• Vodafone competes with sister operator Bharti Airtel in India, Kenya, and
elsewhere, as well as maintaining ties with Airtel on Indian infrastructure venture
Indus Towers.

Bharti Airtel

Kenya

Safaricom

• Membership linked to Vodafone’s minority (but controlling) stake in Safaricom.
• The business is now described as a Vodafone OpCo, but has in the past been billed
as a Partner Markets member.

Vodafone Group

Latvia

Bité

2006

• Built on Vodafone’s pre-existing partnership with Bité Lithuania.
• Remained in place after then‑parent TDC sold Bité in 2007.

Bité

Lithuania

Bité

2003

• Building on then‑parent TDC’s existing partnership with Vodafone in Denmark.
• Remained in place after then‑parent TDC sold Bité in 2007.

Bité

Luxembourg

Tango

2009

• Succeeded an earlier, lapsed deal with rival LuxGSM, formed in 2004, following the
sale of Vodafone’s minority interest.
• Tango parent Belgacom also has a partnership with Vodafone in Belgium. (Both
operations renewed their relationship with the Group in mid‑2014.)

Belgacom

Macedonia

Vip operator

2007

• Joined following parent mobilkom Austria’s acquisition of a mobile licence in Macedonia. mobilkom Austria

Axiata

-

Malaysia

Celcom

2006

• Joined along with parent Axiata’s businesses in Indonesia (X1) and Sri Lanka
(Dialog) — with the deal subsequently extended to Singapore (M1).
• The Indonesian and Singaporean partnerships have since lapsed; and Axiata is a
prominent backer of Conexus Mobile Alliance rival Asia Mobility Initiative, as well as
a Group competitor in India (via Idea Cellular) — leaving the relationship looking a
slight oddity. Conexus currently has no member in Malaysia.
• M2M has been highlighted as an add-on area of collaboration within the partnership.

Nigeria

Globacom

2015

• Part of two-market deal with Globacom.
• Vodacom also operates locally.

Globacom

Norway

TDC

2010

• Formally joined alongside renewal of partnership TDC in Denmark.

TDC

2013

• Joined as part of an ownership and business reorganisation.
• Offshoot business in the Solomon Islands, which also forms part of
Partner Markets, as well as operational and ownership links with Vodafone Fiji.

bmobile

• Linked with the Group as part of Vodafone’s Conexus Mobile Alliance tie‑up (which
saw Vodafone team with SMART minority owner, NTT DOCOMO). The relationship
was originally described as an “Alliance Partnership” but now appears to fall
Conexus Mobile
under the Partner Markets’ remit. Vodafone has mobile virtual network operator
Alliance
relationships with SMART majority owner Philippine Long Distance Telephone
Company (in the UK) and rival Globe Telecom (Italy).

Papua New
Guinea

bmobile

Philippines

SMART
Communications

2011

Poland

Polkomtel

2013

• Reaffirmed Group ties following the 2011 sale of Vodafone’s minority stake.

Vodafone Fiji

Russia

MTS

2008

• Part of a wider deal with MTS Group (a former Deutsche Telekom investment).
• The partnership has appeared active in the areas of joint services and technology
procurement and was last renewed in late‑2015.
• The two operators originally cooperated in Uzbekistan, but MTS exited the country
in mid‑2016.

Serbia

Vip mobile

2006

• Joined following parent mobilkom Austria’s acquisition of a mobile licence in Serbia. mobilkom Austria’

MTS Group
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Market

OpCo

Singapore

StarHub

Slovenia

Si.mobile-Vodafone

Joined

Notes

Wider links

• Linked up with the Group as part of Vodafone’s 2011 Conexus Mobile Alliance
Conexus Mobile
tie‑up, replacing an earlier Partner Markets deal with rival M1.
• The relationship was originally described as an “Alliance Partnership” but appears to Alliance
fall under the Partner Markets’ remit.
NTT
• Vodafone was linked with a play for StarHub in 2014.
2003

• Part of a wider relationship with mobilkom Austria.

mobilkom Austria
bmobile

Solomon Islands

bmobile

2013

• Part of an ownership and business reorganisation at parent business in Papua New
Guinea, which also forms part of Partner Markets.
• Operational and ownership links with Vodafone Fiji.

South Korea

KT

2011

• Linked up following Vodafone’s 2011 Conexus Mobile Alliance tie‑up, giving
Conexus Mobile
the Group reach into a new territory for Partner Markets.
Alliance
• Vodafone has collaborated on network and other technology with rival SK Telecom.

Sweden

TDC

2010

• Formally joined alongside renewal of Vodafone’s partnership in Denmark.

Vodafone Fiji

TDC

Switzerland

Swisscom

2006

• Joined as part of Vodafone’s exit from Swisscom Mobile.
• Renewed mid‑2011.

Taiwan

Far EasTone

2011

• Joined as part of Vodafone’s Conexus Mobile Alliance tie‑up, replacing competitor
Chunghwa Telecom.
• Has ties with China Mobile.

Thailand

TrueMove

2011

• Linked up as part of Conexus Mobile Alliance tie‑up, replacing an earlier
Partner Markets deal with rival DTAC.
• The relationship was originally described as an “Alliance Partnership” rather than
“Partner Markets” one, but now appears to fall under the federation’s remit.

Turkmenistan

MTS

2008

• Joined as part of a wider deal with MTS Group.
• MTS announced in 2012 that it was to resume operations in Turkmenistan following
MTS Group
a long‑running legal dispute over the government’s cancellation of its licence in
2010. This saw Turkmenistan re‑enter the Partner Markets footprint.

Uganda

Afrimax

2014

• Joined as part of a broader sub-Saharan relationship with Afrimax Group announced
Afrimax Group
at the same date.

Ukraine

MTS

2008

• Joined as part of a wider deal with MTS Group.
• A renewal of the deal in late‑2015 saw deepening of ties at the troubled Ukraine
business, with adoption of Vodafone branding and rumours of a possible future
Group buyout of the unit.

MTS Group

United Arab
Emirates

du

2009

• du parent Emirates International Telecommunications (EIT) and Vodafone Greece
have stakes in Greek wireline broadband and television player Forthnet.
• EIT’s other interests include Vodafone Malta rival GO.
• M2M has been highlighted as an add-on area of collaboration within the partnership.

EIT

Vietnam

Vinaphone

2014

• Joined in a very slow follow‑up to Vodafone’s 2011 agreement with the Asian
Conexus Mobile Alliance, of which Vinaphone is a member.

Conexus Mobile
Alliance

Zambia

Afrimax

2016

• Joined as part of a broader sub-Saharan relationship with Afrimax.
• Vodacom also operates locally.

Afrimax Group

2011

• “Strategic cooperation framework agreement” formed in early‑2011, following the
2010 sale of Vodafone’s 3.2% interest in the Chinese operator.
• In partnership with China Mobile and others, Vodafone holds a 9.99% stake in
ASPire Group, a Chinese mobile value‑added services specialist (although says
precious little regarding its status or progress).
• China Mobile is fairly regularly mooted as a possible Group buyer.

China Mobile

China Mobile
Conexus Mobile
Alliance
Conexus Mobile
Alliance

OTHER NON‑OPCO RELATIONSHIPS

China (and
Pakistan)

Indonesia

China Mobile

Indosat

• The Group has indicated a partnership is being sought with Indosat to further
Vodafone’s 2011 tie‑up with the Conexus Mobile Alliance.
• Indosat is the only member of Conexus that has yet to tie with the Group, but its majority Conexus Mobile
ownership by Group Qatari rival Ooredoo is presumably a key barrier to any tie‑up.
Alliance
• If a deal does emerge, it would see Partner Markets re‑enter Indonesia after the
earlier end of an agreement with rival X1.

Sources: Vodafone and Vodafonewatch.
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Legal and regulatory
Group warm on EC telco masterplan (but with caveats)
Vodafone broadly welcomed the European
Commission’s (EC) proposed Electronic
Communications Code and its vision of a “European
‘Gigabit Society’”, which forms part of a review of
the European Union’s (EU) regulatory framework
for electronic communications. It applauded the
Commission’s emphasis on more investor-friendly
regulation, “very high-capacity networks”, and
greater competition.
Markus Reinisch, Public Policy Director at Vodafone,
described the Code as an “extremely balanced piece
of legislation”.

“

It balances the interests of incumbent operators
or alternative operators. It balances the interest
between legacy operators and the new OTT [overthe-top] players, but, in our view, it also balances
the interest between the member states and the
European institutions. ” — Reinisch.

Passive aggressive

that deregulating access to incumbents’ networks may not
have incentivised alternative operators to invest in fibre
technologies as intended. Reinisch pointed to Germany
and the UK as being, in his view, “clear stragglers in the
fibre race, and which are also the countries that had the
earliest forms of regulatory relief in the previous [EU
telecoms framework] regime”.
Instead, Reinisch flagged Portugal and Spain — heralded by
Vodafone as “leading fibre nations” — as having the sort of
regulatory model most likely to stimulate fibre investment
and competition through their emphasis on “efficient
access” to passive infrastructure: ducts, poles, and dark
fibre. The EC, suggested Reinisch, was of the same view.

“

The Commission makes it clear that the future
remedy of choice is passive access. And with passive
access, I mean access to the existing legacy duct
and dark fibre infrastructure. This is a remedy that
doesn’t just refer to access to the infrastructure…
Almost of equal importance [are] the information
systems that go with that infrastructure, so that
alternative operators like Vodafone know where
these infrastructures are. ” — Reinisch.

Emphasising Vodafone’s recent pivot towards “managing”
incumbent rivals, rather than smaller competitors
(Vodafonewatch, passim), Reinisch particularly welcomed
what he believed was the Commission’s acknowledgement

GROUP COMMERCIAL
• Vodafone deepened its Internet

mobile broadband connectivity and

services to include Audi and Volkswagen

of Things (IoT) involvement with

applications enabling owners to view the

(Vodafonewatch, #122, and passim).

the Volkswagen Group. Vodafone

car’s current location and other vehicle

The Group’s other automotive partners

Czech Republic (VfCZ) and

data — such as where the car was last

include BMW, Hyundai Motor Group,

Vodafone Germany (VfD) flagged they

parked, or whether windows are open

Mahindra Reva, TomTom, and Wirelesscar,

are to support the connected‑car

or closed. Aside from Škoda, other

a Volvo subsidiary (Vodafonewatch, #100,

services for the manufacturer’s new

brands within the Volkswagen Group

#110, 113, and #120).

Škoda Kodiaq car model, including

that Vodafone provides connected‑car
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Not entirely satisfied
Vodafone praise for the Code was equivocal. In a statement,
the Group encouraged the EC to “go one step further”
in pushing for structural separation of incumbents’ retail
and wholesale operations (as per the ongoing debate
over BT’s Openreach division — Vodafonewatch, passim).
Vodafone said it would also welcome a revision upwards of
the EC’s proposed minimum target of providing 100Mbps
connectivity to all European households by 2025, to a much
more ambitious 1Gbps.
The revised target seems intended to pressurise
incumbents to switch more quickly from copper to fibre
access — and presumably give Vodafone and other
alternative operators more choice of fibre wholesale
products. Yet the proposed 100Mbps aim, which the EC
sees as a universal service obligation, comes with the
caveat of being “upgradeable” to 1Gbps. The EC’s proposal
would therefore likely make it difficult for incumbents to
cling on to their copper networks beyond 2025.

Reinisch expressed concern, however, that the Commission
did not make more explicit that “very high-capacity
networks” meant fibre, and that copper-based G‑fast
(being explored by BT Group and Deutsche Telekom,
among others) might be a way for incumbents to wiggle
out of fibre investment. A 1Gbps minimum target, if
adopted, would seem to make this less likely.
Common EU broadband targets for 2025 include:
• All schools, transport hubs, and main providers
of public services, as well as “digitally intensive
enterprises”, should have access to internet
connections with download/upload speeds of 1Gbps.
• All European households, rural or urban, should have
access to networks offering download speeds of at
least 100Mbps, which can be upgraded to 1Gbps.
• All urban areas, as well as major roads and railways,
should have uninterrupted 5G wireless broadband
coverage, starting with fully fledged commercial service in
at least one major city in each EU member state, by 2020.

SUPPLY CHAIN
• A report from a government

failed to reach acceptable industry

to the UK government, found that

watchdog overseeing the

standards. However, despite these

HCSEC is satisfactorily fulfilling its role

performance and security of

concerns, it was found that adequate

as a monitor of Huawei products and

Huawei Technologies kit deployed in

processes are in place to resolve

solutions. The report also said HCSEC is

critical UK infrastructure found that

problems, and its existing monitoring

working effectively with communications

software provided by the vendor failed

arrangements ensure Huawei’s

service providers to ensure any identified

to reach expected standards when

technology does not pose a national

security risks flowing from Huawei

delivered. The Huawei Cyber Security

security risk. The HCSEC Oversight

deployments are resolved. While Kirk

Evaluation Centre (HCSEC) Oversight

Board reviews the activities of HCSEC,

works in an advisory capacity on the

Board, a government‑led entity that

a unit that was established by Huawei

Oversight Board (alongside Mark Hughes,

oversees the performance of Huawei’s

in 2010 to allay concerns about the use

Chief Executive of BT Security), with a

semi-independent security monitoring

of equipment from the vendor, which

remit to represent the views of the wider

unit (and which counts Matthew Kirk,

has faced regular speculation regarding

industry, there should be clear benefits

Vodafone’s Group External Affairs

its links to Chinese state authorities.

for Vodafone from his presence on a

Director, among its members), found

The 2016 Annual Report from the

body keeping a close eye on a highly

software provided by the vendor often

Oversight Board, which is submitted

important partner.
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Investors need long-term certainty, say EC
According to the EC, the EU needs about €500bn of
investment to deliver a so‑called “Gigabit Society”,
but calculates there is a current shortfall of €155bn
(£134bn).
To try and encourage investment, the EC said the new
Code would “substantially reduce regulation” when rival
operators co-invest in gigabit-capacity networks and
make it easier for smaller players to be part of investment
projects — thanks to the pooling of costs, for example,
and overcoming barriers of scale.
The EC did not flesh out in detail what it meant by
substantially reduced regulation, or indeed what other
carrots it might dangle in front of rival operators to
work together, but the Commission did say it favoured a
“more focused approach to ensure access obligations are
imposed only when and where necessary to address the
shortcomings of the market”.
The promise of lighter regulation on access obligations
was extended to privately funded wholesale-only
providers. By encouraging co-investment and wholesale
models, the EC believes the investment case becomes
more predictable for “first movers” who risk investing in
rural and other less profitable areas.
The EC said it would also extend the current maximum
three-year market review period to five years, so “giving
operators more stability as to the regulatory environment”.

“

With the new Code, it is not only about
competition for access to networks anymore,
but also competition for investments in
these networks. ” — EC.

To help combine private and public investment in network
deployments across the EU, the Commission committed to
launch a European Broadband Fund by end-2016, the size
of which was not disclosed. Another fund, worth €120m,
is to be made available to public service providers to help
them offer free public Wi‑Fi access points to citizens.

Radio harmony
The Code further proposed longer licence durations,
a minimum of 25 years, to “incentivise investments”.
The Commission said the extended licence periods
would be “accompanied by rigorous requirements to use
spectrum effectively and efficiently”. Vodafone welcomed
the EC’s direction of travel on licence length, but, perhaps
unrealistically, Reinisch said he would prefer to see no
time limits on spectrum concessions.
With an eye on 5G, the Commission also intends to
coordinate the timing of spectrum assignments across the
EU, and harmonise licence conditions that “most impact
the market structure and business strategies to ensure
spectrum is timely delivered to the EU market”. The new
rules, said the Commission, will reduce the costs for
telecoms operators with a presence in multiple countries.
Vodafone remained unconvinced that the EC, despite its
good intentions, would have the wherewithal to deliver.
A stronger and more harmonised telecoms framework,
argued Vodafone, would only function “if the set-up of
institutions applying the new rules is enhanced accordingly”.

“

Regarding the critical topic of spectrum — the
oxygen fuelling Europe’s mobile networks and an
essential resource for the evolution of 5G and the
Internet of Things — we welcome the Commission’s
determination to resolve the spectrum gridlock
caused by fragmented policies across the EU.
However, the proposal stops short of achieving
the full harmonisation of spectrum management
and indefinite spectrum licences. We encourage
European institutions to be bold in seeking to
resolve this issue. ” — Vodafone.

For its part, the Commission proposed to empower
the Body of European Regulators for Electronic
Communications to “ensure consistent and predictable
application of the rules throughout the Digital Single Market,
and to limit current fragmentation and inconsistencies”.
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5G action
In a separate initiative from the Electronic
Communications Code, the Commission unveiled a
5G Action Plan to “tackle the market and investment
challenges to launch commercial 5G services
everywhere in Europe by 2020”.
The Commission said it will aim to address the “policy
and regulatory obstacles for deployment, such as for the
timely availability of radio spectrum, more favourable
conditions for small‑cell deployment, or sectorial issues
preventing the deployment of particular services”.

“

The plan also foresees to accelerate the
development of new connectivity-based innovation
ecosystems by bringing together all European
partners, public and private actors, across all
relevant sectors, from telecoms to logistics,
transport, energy, health, and manufacturing,
around a common agenda towards 5G. ” — EC.

If the action plan seems ambitious, it is one that mobile
operators think is feasible to deliver — at least in
terms of 5G rollout. In July 2016, Vittorio Colao, Chief
Executive of Vodafone Group, was among 17 industry
board-level signatories to a so‑called ‘5G manifesto’
(Vodafonewatch, #146).

Under the manifesto, delivered to the EC in Brussels,
signatories made a collective commitment to launch
commercial 5G in at least one city in each of the EU
member states by 2020. They also pledged to start “largescale” 5G demos by 2018 — a similar 5G rollout timeframe
to the one envisaged by the EC.

A more level playing field?
In a move that may satisfy Vodafone and other telcos, the
Code also aims for “fairer rules for all players”.

“

Selected rules are extended to new online players
which offer equivalent services to traditional
operators, to ensure that security requirements
(making sure networks and servers are secure)
apply. The rules also foresee the possibility for users
to reach the EU emergency number 112 via such
online services in the future. ” — EC.

Sector-specific regulation, with what often appears
a lighter regulatory burden for the likes of Google,
Facebook, Skype, and WhatsApp, has long irked Vodafone
and its peers (Vodafonewatch, passim).

SUPPLY CHAIN
• agenda21, a London, UK‑based digital

Vodafone alongside becoming the lead

Awards, having purportedly used the two

agency, flagged it had secured a search

digital agency for Domestic and General

systems in tandem, to obtain a “granular

engine optimisation (SEO) brief from

and winning a number of other new

view of customer profitability and provide

Vodafone. The win was highlighted

clients”. Scott did not disclose whether

fast detailed analytical capabilities in

in the latest, January 2016–June 2016

the contract win was from Vodafone UK

order to deliver significant value to the

results of Be Heard Group, an acquisitive

or at Group level.

business”. “Vodafone is now able to

digital marketing services startup that

identify tens of millions of previously

took over agency21 during 2015. Former

• SAP highlighted that Vodafone

unidentified revenue leakage points”,

Aegis Group Chief Executive Peter Scott,

was using its HANA analytics and

added SAP. The project appears to have

who is now Executive Chairman at

Margin Assurance solution for

been initiated in late‑2015, and to have

Be Heard, said agency21 had achieved a

improvement of customer insights.

focused on multiple Group markets, led by

“very encouraging surge in new business”

The Group was named a Digital Trailblazer

Group Finance — although the exact scale

during the period, “adding SEO from

at the vendor’s 2016 SAP HANA Innovation

and scope of the engagement is unclear.
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Vodafone silent on EC roaming time limits change
Vodafone gave no immediate response to a
proposal from the European Commission (EC)
to scrap time limits on ‘free’ roaming within
the European Union (EU). Large industry lobby
groups, such as the GSM Association and the
European Telecommunications Network Operators’
Association, also remained curiously silent as
Vodafonewatch went to press.
There is a possibility that the industry stakeholders
needed more time to digest the details, with no immediate
rush for comment. The EC is set to undergo a period of
consultation on its draft proposal, while adoption of final
roaming rules is not due until 15 December 2016.
Consumer groups, however, were quick to welcome the
EC’s revised roaming proposal.

“

There should not be penalties for all consumers just
because some hypothetically could misuse the system.
Consumers should be able to make phone calls, send
messages, and use the internet for the entirety of their
stay abroad and not be charged additional costs
when travelling for a long period of time, working
or studying in another EU country. This is what
consumers expect from the single market. ”
— European Consumer Organisation.

The only way is down
The EC has steadily whittled away the premium that
mobile operators can levy on customers for EU roaming,
over and above domestic rates (Vodafonewatch, passim).
According to the Commission, roaming prices have
decreased by more than 90% since 2007. Under the
original plan, ‘roam-like-at-home’ rules, through which
roaming tariffs will be harmonised with domestic rates,
would come into effect on 15 June 2017.
The initial proposal, however, had a ‘fair use’ policy.
The thinking at the time was to give operators some
protection by limiting the time period of free roaming
to 90 days-per-year, and no more than 30 days in a row.
Beyond that, operators would be allowed to make small
roaming surcharges on domestic rates.
After apparently taking into account complaints that
time limits were not entirely consumer-friendly, the EC
proposed to remove them. The Commission also laid out
what it described as a “solid safeguard mechanism for
operators against potential abuses” of its revised proposal,
which will still come into effect in mid-June 2017.
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Arbitrage and other worries

Don’t fret, says EC

A longstanding fear of Vodafone and other mobile
network operators (MNO) is that varying domestic rates
across different EU member states might give individuals,
third parties, and asset-light mobile virtual network
operators (MVNO) the opportunity to undercut local
pricing if ‘roam-like-at-home’ was strictly applied — time
limits or no time limits (Vodafonewatch, #119 and passim).

Underpinning the Commission’s safeguards is that
roaming is meant for travellers. Roamers can only use a
SIM card of a member state in which they reside, or at
least have “stable links”. These stable links include those of
commuters, or expats who are frequently present in their
home country.

Shortly before the EC announced its proposal to remove
time limits on roaming, Markus Reinisch, Public Policy
Director at Vodafone, said the operator was “extremely
concerned” about the arbitrage risk. The existing 90‑day
cap, he noted, was much higher than average travel
duration in Europe (eleven days), and that removing the
obligation to logon to the home network after 30 days
would be an “enormous shock to the system”. Another
concern is for operators that charge relatively low
domestic rates compared with the rest of Europe. If their
wholesale bills rise heavily, because of a marked increase
in the number of people using their SIM cards abroad,
they might well compensate by raising domestic rates.
While MNOs have expressed fears about arbitrage, the
EC also wants to avoid damaging outcomes, such as the
trimming of network investment and an increase in local
prices to fund roamers. Attached to the EC’s proposal to
scrap time limits on roaming are a number of measures
designed to safeguard against abuse. It is not yet clear what
Vodafone’s views are on those measures, but the onus
seems to be on MNOs to spot any suspicious behaviour.

The new draft also allows operators to check usage
patterns to safeguard against abuses. These include:
• Insignificant domestic traffic compared to roaming traffic.
• Long inactivity of a given SIM card associated primarily
with roaming use.
• Subscription (and sequential use) of multiple SIM cards
by the same customer while roaming.
In such cases, operators will have to alert their users, and
can only apply small surcharges if these conditions are met.
In case of disagreement, operators must put complaints
procedures in place. If the dispute persists, the customer
may complain to the national regulatory authority (NRA),
which, apparently, will settle the case. Operators can also
inform NRAs of mass purchase and resale of SIM cards,
or any other evidence that ‘roam-like-at-home’ is putting
their domestic charging models at risk.

Brexit, so why care?
In theory, Vodafone, provided it remains headquartered
in the UK, could bail out of EU roaming law when — or if
— full Brexit is achieved. That is unlikely to happen before
15 June 2017, however, when the ‘roam-like-at- home’
legislation comes into force.
There are also signs that Vodafone would be reluctant
to give rivals any competitive advantage by appearing
stingier on roaming than they are. For example, in
May 2016, Vodafone UK, in a fairly aggressive move,
pre-empted the elimination of EU roaming fees in
mid‑2017 by announcing customers on eligible tariff plans
could roam in up-to-40 destinations worldwide without
paying more than their domestic rate.
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PEOPLE
Table 3 People movement highlights
Company

Executive

Activity

Details
Ivo Rook is understood to have been appointed Vodafone’s new Director of Internet of Things
(IoT), heading Group Enterprise’s recently-renamed Vodafone IoT growth unit.

Ben Elms

New role

Rook, a former BT, Deutsche Telekom, and KPN executive, moves across from Vodafone Global
Enterprise (VGE), where he has worked since 2010, most lately as Director of Northern Europe
(a brief now taken on by VGE Asia-Pacific Director Ben Elms, in parallel with his existing mandate).
Rook’s appointment comes with the Group continuing to talk up growth ambitions for
Vodafone IoT, which is thought to have generated revenue of about £400m (€462m) in the
year to March 2015 — about 1% of total Group sales. His predecessor Erik Brenneis switched
to become Chief Executive of VGE in July 2016, succeeding Sprint-bound Jan Geldmacher
(Vodafonewatch, #145 and #147).

Vodafone
Group
Group
Commercial
Ivo Rook

Appointment

The change means that Group Enterprise’s three major customer-facing divisions — Cloud &
Hosting Services, VGE, and Vodafone IoT — all now have new leaders (in the former’s case,
following the January 2016 appointment of Capgemini executive Greg Hyttenrauch to replace
Michelle Senecal de Fonseca — Vodafonewatch, #141).
Group Enterprise itself remains leader‑less, however, following Nick Jeffery’s recent switch to
Vodafone UK (Vodafonewatch, #146).

Vodacom
Group

Vodafone
Hungary

Vodacom recruited Nyimpini Mabunda, formerly Managing Director of Diageo subsidiary
Uganda Breweries, as the new Chief Officer of its Consumer Business Unit.
Nyimpini Mabunda

Appointment

Mabunda effectively replaces Phil Patel, who in 2015 returned to Vodafone Group as
Commercial Director for the Africa, Middle East, and Asia‑Pacific Region in which Vodacom sits
(Vodafonewatch, #132).
Giacco Michelangelo, formerly Global Head of Multichannel Distribution at Vodafone, moved
to Vodafone Hungary as Head of Sales & Operations, replacing the recently-exited Daniel Schay
(Vodafonewatch, #145).

Giacco Michelangelo Appointment

Manish Kumar

Departure

Vodafone
India

Michelangelo joined Vodafone in February 2015, from banking group Barclays, and in the
Multichannel Distribution role is said to have been responsible for defining and implementing
a “global vision” in the space, involving customer experience improvements across different
channels, and expansion of distribution capabilities.
Two of Vodafone India’s (VfIn) regional chiefs — Anand Sahai, Head of Kolkata & West Bengal;
and Manish Kumar, Head of Madhya Pradesh & Chattisgarh — were reported to be leaving the
OpCo, amid a slimdown of operational leadership.
The Economic Times reported that Sahai was set to join a “reputed media company”, while
Kumar is apparently headed to upstart VfIn rival Reliance Jio Infocomm.

Anand Sahai

Departure

Vodafone
New Zealand

Kelly Moore

Departure

T‑Systems
South Africa

Dineo Molefe

VfIn is said to have restructured its regional leadership so that heads of larger markets now report
directly into Chief Operating Officer Naveen Chopra, rather than one of his operations directors.
Kelly Moore, Director of Customer Operations at Vodafone New Zealand, looks to have left the
OpCo after seven years.
Wholesale Director Steve Rieger has taken on Moore’s duties on an acting basis.

Alumni

Former Vodacom executive Dineo Molefe was named rival T‑Systems South Africa’s new
Head of Finance & Controlling.
Molefe’s CV includes a spell as a finance executive at Vodacom Group between 2014 and 2015.

Sources: Economic Times; Vodafone; various.
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Profile
Celfocus, Vodafone’s behind-the-scenes SI investment
Large‑scale IT integration and ‘simplification’
projects have been a key, underlying theme within
the Vodafone world for the last decade, as tougher
market conditions, a string of complexity-filled
acquisitions, and the rise of digitalisation have
heightened the Group’s desire to exploit scale
through harmonisation of suppliers and systems.
Despite accumulated experience, major systems
upgrades are hardly a success story for either Vodafone
or telecoms operators in general. In September 2016,
Group Chief Executive Vittorio Colao named “issues in
the relations with the customers — some IT systems
that don’t work, or things like that” as one of the main
(controllable and uncontrollable) areas that Vodafone
would need to address before being able to describe itself
as a hypothetical “perfect telecoms company”. Network
and IT infrastructure failure was also highlighted as an
“increased” principal business risk in the Group’s latest
Annual Report, for the year to March 2016.

Skin in the game
One twist in the telecoms systems integration (SI)
storyline within Vodafone is that it effectively has its
own in‑house play in this space, via the little-mentioned,
Lisbon‑based joint venture Celfocus.
The business was formed in 2000 via a 45%:55%
partnership between local IT solutions provider
Novabase and Vodafone Portugal (VfP), back in
the latter’s Telecel incarnation. It has had a hand in
numerous integration programmes around the Group
since, and competes for contracts with much larger
global SI rivals, such as Accenture, Amdocs, and IBM
(Vodafonewatch, #147). “In 16 years, we have never failed
a project”, claimed Paulo Glórias, the provider’s Business
Development Director.

Selling focus
As suggested by its full name, Celfocus Solucoes
Informaticas Para Telecomunicacoes S.A, the provider
positions itself as a specialist SI for the telecoms market.
Glórias, a former VfP executive who joined Celfocus in 2014,
asserted that this approach has given the provider close
insight into not just the technologies being used in telecoms
IT projects, but also the “business problems you need to
resolve”. “We believe that, to be successful in IT, you have to
know about the technology and the business processes, and
these things have to work very tightly together”, he said.

Celfocus

Paulo Glórias

Within the telecoms market, much of the provider’s
commercial focus remains on operators in the Vodafone
ecosystem — whether OpCos or Partner Markets
affiliates, such as Group associate Safaricom and
United Arab Emirates ally du. Many of these engagements
have come alongside solution partners, including
CallidusCloud, eGain, Nokia, Oracle, and TIBCO
(Vodafonewatch, passim).
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Glórias noted that the Vodafone link enables Celfocus to
tap into the personal connections between the Group’s
ICT teams in different territories.

“

It’s very effective to reference another Vodafone
OpCo if you want to do business with a new one
— because they know each other. They can discuss
their experience, and they trust what they’ll be told.
It’s a very effective means for us to get new business
within the Vodafone world because we have a good
reputation and it’s easy to spread the word between
different OpCos. ” — Glórias.

At the same time, the Vodafone relationship can add
a layer of complexity when it comes to go-to-market
planning. Celfocus recently increased its focus on the
Middle East, for example, because of lower potential for
competitive overlap with Group interests.

“

Outside the Vodafone world, what we have
decided is to invest in the Middle East as a region
— precisely because there is little Vodafone presence
directly there, so it’s easy for us to approach all
the operators in the region without having to
worry about competitive issues with Vodafone.
So in the Middle East, we’re putting half of our
business development team and we are making an
investment there in an effort to grow in that region. ”
— Glórias.

Table 4 Celfocus overview
Ownership

• Novabase (55%).
• Vodafone Portugal (45%).

Formation

2000

Headquarters

Lisbon, Portugal.

Technology
partners

•
•
•
•
•
•

CallidusCloud.
IBM.
Nokia.
OpenCloud.
Oracle.
TIBCO.

Group clients
(named)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

du.
Safaricom.
Vodafone Egypt.
Vodafone IoT.
Vodafone Ireland.
Vodafone Portugal.
Vodafone Turkey.
Vodafone UK.

Working the system
While Glórias says Celfocus remains “by nature” an SI, in
line with its original vision, the provider has developed
solutions dedicated to fitting within parts of the
operator IT stack.
Some of these come merely in the form of accelerators
that can be reused from project to project, to bring
greater speed and efficiency — but the provider has
also been developing a (partner and in‑house) solutions
portfolio in the fields of business intelligence, customer
experience (CX), and intelligent networks. February 2015’s
Mobile World Congress, for example, saw the vendor
showcase a new, “omni-channel” customer care solution,
which, Glórias says, addresses assisted and non-assisted
service resources “as a whole”.
Part of the driving force behind this diversification has
been the need to come up with a “better way” to solve
specific problems arising during client projects.

“

From an SI perspective, we are always in the
customer’s house. We see on a daily basis what
the issues are, from a business perspective, and
how some of the technology providers built their
products to address those issues… So, within this
scope of being focused in telco and knowing the
business very well, when we address a specific
project, we already have tools that can on one side
accelerate the delivery and, on the other hand,
lower the risk on what we need to do. ” — Glórias.

Another broader factor has been the evolving
approaches that businesses have taken to managing IT,
including the tug-of-war between advocates of pre‑ and
post‑integration. Glórias highlighted the ongoing need for
SIs — both in the telecoms sector and in general — to
“deliver much faster and at lower risk”.

Sources: Celfocus, Vodafonewatch.
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There have been trends where people have believed
that a good SI could resolve all the issues, and then
they tried the product to resolve all the issues, and
have product as much pre‑integrated as possible, so
that you… minimise risk on the SI side by having a
product almost ready to go to market.
There’s no perfect solution from either perspective.
So [whether you take one of the extreme positions
that] either SIs rule the world or products rule the
world, there are risks from our perspective in both
cases. We are very strong believers in decoupled
architecture — that, if you have a problem
specifically on one of the pieces, you should be
able to resolve that piece independently from all
the others, and so we have been consistent in that
approach for many years now and we still believe
that’s the best approach. ” — Glórias.

CX, convergence and IoT
With Celfocus closely plugged into Vodafone strategy, it is
not surprising that its product development and project
activity chime with some of the key trends being seen
across the Group. With Vodafone continuing to push its
flagship Customer eXperience eXcellence programme,
initiated under Project Spring, Celfocus has highlighted
multiple projects with OpCos in the realm of CX, including
past deployments of a new Vodafone Front End portal
and updated My Vodafone self-care application for VfP.

“

Even in a mobile‑only world, there was already a
challenge to have a ‘360‑view’ of a customer; and
with this quad‑play and convergence trend we
have in the market, this is becoming even harder
because you acquire more assets or you’re building
different capabilities. Sometimes, you want to
do it very quickly, so you build something on the
side where you don’t really integrate it properly
in your existing business. That creates additional
complexity for you to manage.
At this stage, and with the way the telecoms
business is going, with profit margins under
pressure and the business not growing as much
as people would like, the need to become more
efficient and integrate all of these legacy pieces
together becomes more urgent. ” — Glórias.

Convergence‑led services have also been a growth area
for Celfocus, with the vendor having gained a key enabler
role in Vodafone Ireland’s recent expansion into pay‑TV,
as well as supporting deployments of Group fixed‑mobile
communications proposition One Net in Portugal and
the UK (Vodafonewatch, #141 and box).
Glórias noted that parent VfP has been a “converged
business for a long time”, as an early in-Group pioneer on
pay‑TV via its Vodafone Casa TV offering (now repackaged
as Vodafone TV) and longer running DSL broadband
services (Vodafonewatch, 2009.07 and passim).

Speaking generally, Glórias cited alignment of CX systems
as one of the key operational challenges facing telcos.
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They [VfP] started as mobile‑only in the 90s. They
evolved into fixed‑line DSL and then built their
own fibre network, and are now a full quad‑play
player. They have always managed their business
with a set of systems with the same stack in an
integrated way. They did it slowly over the years.
They have always managed not to fall into the trap
of launching [a new service] in six months and then
having trouble for the next ten or 15 years. So they
have been very successful and very disciplined in
the way they’ve managed their business over time. ”
— Glórias.

CASE STUDY: Vodafone Ireland's Vodafone TV
One of Celfocus’s more recent convergence-led projects
involved the integration behind Vodafone Ireland’s (VfIr)

5G opportunity still unclear
In the enterprise space, Celfocus has been working with
the Group in the area of the Internet of Things (IoT), and its
accompanying complex web of partnerships and systems.
Glórias noted the challenges associated with on‑boarding
and managing partners and customers in the IoT ecosystem
as an area where Celfocus has natural experience.
5G is less prominent on the vendor’s radar, despite
the partnership- and ‘verticalisation’-led use‑cases
being promised.

“

Vodafone TV offering, launched in January 2016, in a bid by
the OpCo to expand its multi‑play service offering and exploit
the fibre network being rolled out by joint venture SIRO
(Vodafonewatch, #141). Celfocus, which had not previously
worked with VfIr, began supporting the project in 2015, and
focused on two main areas.
“One of them was to build the OSS [operations support
system] stack to support [VfIr’s] convergence business

I think 5G is still a long way off, so I believe there
are a number of things that are more urgent for us
to address before 5G kicks in. We have been looking
at what’s coming and what new capabilities and
opportunities 5G will bring, but we believe we will
only be focusing more on 5G when it becomes a
reality in the market. There are still a number of
discussions with the usual IPR [intellectual property
rights] war on what are the right technologies
being used for all of that. When that becomes closer
to deployment and operators start to invest in
changing their platforms, then we will need to take
a closer look. ” — Glórias.

— so everything to actually help SIRO manage their own fibre
network and CPEs [customer premises equipment] from an

Avoiding overreach

end-to-end perspective”. This involved implementing software
from Amdocs and Hewlett‑Packard, as well as Celfocus’s own
accelerators and omni‑channel CX solutions.
For the Second, Celfocus built VfIr’s IPTV solution, based on
Ericsson’s Mediaroom platform (also previously implemented by
Celfocus at VfP). “We brought in some local partners’ applications
to complement the TV offer and the user experience”.
The project timeframe was “aggressive”. “We managed to do
this in a very short timeframe, allowing VfIr to go to market
very quickly”, said Glórias.
Celfocus continues to have onshore and offshore staff in
place to provide preventive maintenance and application
development for the systems.

International expansion is another area where Celfocus is
taking a step-by-step approach to expansion. Glórias said
the provider remains focused on the Europe, Middle East,
and Africa region only — as evidenced by the recent
ramp up in the Middle East, as well as the December 2015
incorporation of a new UK subsidiary billed as a move to
accelerate expansion in Europe. While an extension of its
focus to Latin America might appear a natural next step
for the business, no plans are in place to enter the region,
according to Glórias.

“

When we decide to go to a different region, we will
need to have a local office and have a team there to
manage the business, and we need to consciously
invest in that region so we can manage our
business properly. So currently, we have decided not
to do that. ” — Glórias.
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Germany
New “Super‑Core” facilities in pipeline
Vodafone Germany (VfD) highlighted the opening
of a new, “Super‑Core” data centre in Berlin, to
handle the increasing flow of fixed‑line, mobile, and
Internet of Things (IoT) traffic over its networks.
The facility, described as “ultra‑modern” and “ready for
5G”, is said to be three times as large and to offer 20 times
the total processing power of VfD’s standard centres,
enabling handling of “nearly 22 million GB” (22TB)per-day. “Computing power-per-unit area” is said to be
four times as high. VfD also cited the centre as having
“quadruple” the cooling capacity and enabling more
efficient energy usage than previously built sites.
Vodafone’s data centres are understood to be one area
handed zero-based budgeting targets, focused on productivity,
under Group Chief Financial Officer Nick Read’s Fit for Growth
efficiencies programme, which was instigated during 2015 and
forms part of the Group’s Strategy 2020. Also playing into

While not going into any detail, Eric Kuisch, Chief
Technology Officer of VfD, appeared to indicate that the
new data centre is part of a series of upcoming, more
powerful facilities, referencing plans for “new Super‑Core
sites” to enable processing of “huge amounts of data and
millions of simultaneous telephone calls at top speed”.

Data deluge
As well as mobile and fixed‑line data and voice traffic,
the need to handle data generated by IoT services
was highlighted as a driver behind the new facility.
“With ever-increasing amounts of data flowing through
the network, the Super‑Core sites prevent congestion and
allow more people to communicate using smartphones
and other machines at Gigabit speeds”, Kuisch said.
VfD has also recently flagged cloud services partnerships
as a driver for data centre investment, as per recent
tie‑ups with Synchronoss Technologies and Virtustream
(Vodafonewatch, #127, #143, and #146).

data centre investment planning is the Group’s recent launch
of a “full strategic review” of energy usage across its footprint
(Vodafonewatch, #144 and #146).

IRELAND
• Vodafone Ireland (VfIr) was

secure the contract for state‑subsidised

arrangement in 2015 (Vodafonewatch,

reportedly angered by the decision

rural broadband, and was understandably

2007.07, #102, and #137). In July 2016,

of the Irish Farmers’ Association

irked by the timing of the IFA’s

eir, SIRO, and telecoms provider Enet

(IFA), a partner of the OpCo, to assist

announcement — which came in the

were shortlisted for the NBP contract

incumbent eir in its National Broadband

middle of the NBP tendering process.

(Vodafonewatch, #146). It involves rolling

Plan (NBP) bid (Vodafonewatch, #134 and

VfIr has a long‑standing commercial

out broadband to 927,000 businesses

passim). Through wholesale fibre joint

relationship with the IFA in the provision

and households. Rollout is due to start in

venture SIRO, VfIr is also competing to

of mobile services, and renewed the

June 2017 once NBP contracts are signed.
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Calvi taps into Vodafone’s enterprise CX push
Dutch software provider Calvi flagged a deal
to work with Vodafone Germany (VfD) on
enterprise client billing.
According to the provider, the project has seen it selected
as the “premium bill presentment” and telecoms expense
management (TEM) solution provider for VfD’s “entire”
enterprise customer base. The engagement is based
on Calvi’s Insight platform, which it claims increases
transparency in billing and invoicing via core billing and
customer data analytics capabilities, as well as enabling
“easy-to-use” personalisation and TEM features.
VfD has already piloted the Insight offering in large
accounts and is now opening it up to domestic corporate
clients “of all sizes”, Calvi said.
Frederic Vanoosthuyze, Chief Information Officer of VfD,
was quoted by Calvi as saying the new platform supports
ambitions at the OpCo to “reinvent our billing and
invoicing” and deliver a “seamless multi-channel” customer
experience (CX). “We believe that, by opening it up to all
of our business customers, Vodafone will achieve even
greater results in delivering and sustaining a world-class,
flexible way of presenting invoices”, Vanoosthuyze added.

Customer is king
The move tallies with a broader “two‑year” business-tobusiness (B2B) CX improvement push taking place across
the Group, flagged by Vodafonewatch in July 2016, which
aims to lift Vodafone into a “market leadership position”
in the space (Vodafonewatch, #145). This programme
could well be linked in with signs of greater OpCo activity
around improvement of B2B client support capabilities. In
June 2016, VfD flagged it had revamped its digital ordering
platform for enterprise customers, in partnership with
Canadian vendor Sigma Systems, while Vodafone Ireland
has also recently enabled a new B2B client ordering
platform, aided by IBM Global Services (Vodafonewatch,
#145 and #147).
The contract is Vodafone’s second recent major move in
its TEM supply chain, with multinational corporate unit
Vodafone Global Enterprise having offloaded its own
assets in the space to US specialist Tangoe, and formed a
strategic partnership with the provider, during June 2016
(Vodafonewatch, #143 and #145).
Calvi has not previously highlighted an engagement with
Vodafone. It references Group rivals BT and KPN among
its existing telco clients.

IRELAND
• Vodafone Ireland (VfIr) unwittingly

that McGrath had allegedly threatened

any confidential customer information

found itself in the middle of blackmail

to publicly divulge the names, addresses,

belonging to the company, which,

allegations involving Seán McGrath,

and bank details of VfIr customers if

if disclosed, would undoubtedly

the former Chief Executive of mobile

he was not paid €135,000 (£117,000)

threaten the consultancy’s business.

consultancy MadCalm, and his

he felt due from an exit agreement

Court proceedings were adjourned as

ex‑employer. Ireland’s High Court heard

with MadCalm. McGrath denied he had

Vodafonewatch went to press.
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VfD widens 3CA footprint
Vodafone Germany (VfD) launched “up-to-375Mbps”
mobile network connectivity in 22 German cities,
including Berlin, Dresden, Düsseldorf, Cologne,
Frankfurt, Hamburg, and Hanover.
Using three-way carrier aggregation (3CA) across the
800MHz, 1800MHz, and 2.6GHz frequency bands, VfD aims
to offer ‘4.5G’ speeds in 30 German cities by end‑2016.
Smartphones stocked by VfD and capable of accessing
the OpCo’s top LTE Max service were Samsung’s
Galaxy S7 and S7 Galaxy Edge, as well as Apple’s iPhone 7
and iPhone 7 Plus.

Rivals Telefónica Deutschland and Telekom Deutschland
have both in recent weeks highlighted trials of faster
‘4.5G’ (or LTE‑Advanced Pro) systems, alongside
Huawei Technologies (which is also one of VfD’s network
partners). Telefónica has indicated it plans to release a
‘4.5G’-based service in early‑2017, while Telekom is yet to
flag commercial plans for the technology.
VfD joins a short but growing list of Group OpCos that
have either launched 3CA or are trialling the technology,
also including Vodafone Czech Republic, Vodafone Greece,
Vodafone Qatar, and Vodafone UK (Vodafonewatch, #136,
#137, and #145).

Customers with other smartphone models, claimed the
OpCo, will also benefit from “4.5G expansion” through
higher average speeds, without revealing by how much or
to what level those average speeds would rise.
With Germany seeing an intensifying ‘speed race’ in both
the wireless and wireline markets, VfD installed its first
“4.5G” base station in Hanover during July 2016, shortly
followed by a re‑branding of its fixed-mobile bundles
under the GigaKombi name, which includes LTE Max
(Vodafonewatch, #147).

NETHERLANDS
• Consumentenclaim, a consumer

new phones by “hundreds of euros”.

by agreeing to explore a settlement with

protection body, filed a lawsuit against

According to the consumer organisation,

both Consumentenclaim and the Dutch

Vodafone Netherlands (VfN) and

about one million VfN and T‑Mobile

Authority for Consumers and Markets. A

local rival T‑Mobile Netherlands for

customers, combined, have been stumping

Consumentenclaim spokeswoman said the

allegedly misleading customers on service

up more than they should. It wants the

“door was open” for VfN and T‑Mobile to

plans that bundled in a “free” phone.

two operators to refund customers

enter into similar negotiations, but they

Consumentenclaim said customers

for any overpayment. Incumbent KPN,

“were not really interested”.

extending their contract length on these

although apparently guilty of the same

plans could end up overpaying for their

misleading practices, escaped a lawsuit
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Romania
VfR pushes on 4G+ and mobile TV
Vodafone Romania (VfR) launched a service called
Supernet 4G+, which it claims offers twice the
speed of conventional 4G and the “best HD [highdefinition] video experience on mobile”. The OpCo
also made its entry into the country’s pay‑television
market with 4GTV+. The mobile TV app includes
content from Netlfix.
VfR did not make explicit what the average 4G+ speeds
might be on compatible smartphones, but Cătălin Buliga,
VfR’s Technology Director, boasted that the OpCo had
“mastered” the 4G+ technology. A download speed of
1.35Gbps was apparently tested over the network, but, as
Buliga noted, it was “far ahead of what today’s terminals
can sustain”.

According to VfR, Supernet 4G+ covered the capital city
of Bucharest, 41 county capitals, and 330 other localities at
the time of launch in early-September 2016. It still seems
some way behind the OpCo’s national 4G network, which,
aside from covering Romania’s main cities, reached around
3,500 localities at the same point.

First showing for 4GTV+
After starting trials of a mobile TV app in July 2016
(Vodafonewatch, #147), VfR commercially launched the
service in October 2016. Dubbed 4GTV+, the app gives
access to TV content, which can be viewed up-to-72 hours
after it has been transmitted.

VfR is using carrier aggregation techniques in the 800MHz
and 1800MHz frequency bands to provide the speed boost.

4GTV+ subscribers on eligible tariffs can also receive
Netflix for a period of three months, but then have to pay
for the service separately. Netflix was first launched in
Romania in January 2016.

As a Supernet 4G+ promotion, VfR offered unlimited
internet usage for a month in the cities of Cluj‑Napoca
and Iasi. The two cities were ostensibly chosen for having
some of the highest levels of internet consumption in the
country, as well as the youngest populations. It could well
be, of course, that VfR was also trying to gauge network
impact that any nationwide unlimited data offer might
have, rather than simply trying to woo the young netizens
of Cluj‑Napoca and Iasi.

Until the launch of 4GTV+, VfR was the only large telco
in Romania not to offer a TV service — a situation that
sees the OpCo intermittently linked with convergence-led
acquisition opportunities. Its broadband and TV ambitions
suffered a blow in November 2015 when the Naţională
pentru Administrare şi Reglementare în Comunicaţii,
the country’s telecoms regulator, ruled that wholesale
broadband players were under no obligation to lease
capacity to competitors (Vodafonewatch, #139).
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Spain
VfS enhances FTTH profile
Vodafone Spain (VfS) made a concerted push on the
country’s fibre-to-the-home (FTTH) market, through
wider coverage and new promotional offers.
In June 2016, VfS extended its ‘indirect’ fibre reach to
4.2 million homes.
The expansion came courtesy of a wholesale agreement
struck with Telefónica España the previous month. The
deal, in effect, was forced by the Comisión Nacional de los
Mercados y la Competencia (CNMC), Spain’s competition
watchdog and telecoms regulator.
In February 2016, the CNMC approved controversial new

According to some local press reports, Orange is aiming to
add three million households to its FTTH footprint during
2016, and to pass a total of 9.6 million households by the
end of the year. Another target, apparently, is to have
FTTH coverage reach 14 million households by end‑2019
(as of 2014, there were 18.3 million households in Spain).
Antonio Coimbra, Chief Executive of VfS, has indicated
a goal of deploying FTTH and cable to up to ten million
Spanish households by March 2017. Plans are also afoot to
upgrade the OpCo’s hybrid fibre-coaxial (HFC) network,
inherited through the acquisition of cable operator ONO
(Vodafonewatch, passim), to DOCSIS 3.1 technology. In
doing, said Coimbra, a symmetrical 1Gbps offer should be
possible in 2017.

broadband rules. These required the Spanish incumbent to
wholesale its FTTH network across Spain, at prices set by the
regulator — with the exception of 66 cities already deemed to
be sufficiently competitive (i.e. with three or more companies
offering high-speed broadband with FTTH or DOCSIS 3.0
cable connections).

For all the expansionist talk, both challengers are still
some way behind Telefónica’s Movistar when it comes
to FTTH subscribers (see Figure 1). Movistar also has
more legroom for growth than its two main rivals. The
incumbent reportedly aims to have around 16 million of
Spain’s homes passed with FTTH by end‑2016.

The wholesale arrangement has limitations, however.
Download speeds are currently limited to 30Mbps, although
the regulatory wheels are said to be in motion that will allow
VfS to provide faster rates over Telefónica’s FTTH network.
Following the CNMC’s decision to force wholesale FTTH at
regulator-set prices, Telefónica reportedly said it would cut its

Figure 1 Spain next-generation broadband subscribers, including FTTH
Spain’s big three; Telefónica entrenching as Vodafone loses market share.
3m

Vodafone*

FTTH investments by 20% and concentrate on the 66 cities
without a legal obligation. These are said to cover around 35%

2m

of the population.

Another key development in the market is heavy FTTH
investment by Orange Spain, which entered into a fibre
rollout and network-sharing agreement with VfS during
March 2013 (Vodafonewatch, #111).

Movistar

2.68m

2.03m

1.77m

Orange making moves too

Orange

1.72m

1m

1.22m
0.71m

0m

Jun-16

Jun-16

Note: VfS brackets its higher speed broadband customer base as “clientes
de fibra”, but includes HFC connections from ONO as well as fibre.
Extrapolating from CNMC figures, Vodafonewatch estimates VfS had
between 300,000 and 400,000 FTTH subscribers at 30 June 2016.
Sources: Operators and Vodafonewatch.
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Vodafone One promo boost

Regulation works?

In a bid to attract new FTTH and HFC subscribers, VfS
launched a promotional offer on Vodafone One — its
flagship all-in-one package combining Fibra Ono, mobile,
television, and fixed-line telephony.

According to the CNMC, Spain is enjoying something of an
FTTH boom.

To 31 October 2016, new customers can enjoy higher
Fibra Ono speeds at lower cost. Those paying for the
“50Mbps” Vodafone One service, for example, will gain
access speeds of “up‑to‑120Mbps”. Those opting for the
120Mbps version will receive “up‑to‑300Mbps” connectivity.
Vfs said there was no obligation on customers to upgrade
to a higher tariff once the nine-month period of sampling
the higher speeds ran its course. Instead, customers
will simply revert to the speed they originally paid for
(although VfS will clearly hope they upgrade).

By end‑July 2016, the number of FTTH subscribers in the
now regulated areas (i.e. excluding 66 cities) totalled around
4.1 million, up from 2.3 million twelve months previously.
The regulator did not give a subscriber breakdown by
operator, but said that Movistar held a 66%‑market share.
Although still a commanding lead, non-Movistar FTTH
players do seem to be making an impact. According to the
CNMC, Movistar’s FTTH market share stood at a much
higher 78% as of July 2015.

In the run-up to the start of the new football season,
VfS also launched two new packages for Vodafone One
subscribers: Paquete Fútbol and Paquete Liga.
• Paquete Fútbol includes all La Liga matches and coverage
of the lower-leagues, as well as the UEFA Champions League
and UEFA Europa League.
• Paquete Liga covers the ‘best’ of La Liga and lower league
coverage, as well as Copa del Rey matches.

UK
• Number-four mobile player Three UK

with 29% for Vodafone UK (VfUK), and

delivers “mediocre” service to customers,

called on regulator Ofcom to impose

14% and 15% for Telefónica UK and Three,

and that introducing a spectrum cap

a 30% cap on the proportion of

respectively. David Dyson, Chief Executive

would improve competition. Ofcom did

available mobile spectrum that any

of Three, said that neither EE nor VfUK

not directly respond to Three’s request,

one operator can hold as part of the

were currently using their full holding

other than to state it would publish a

conditions of its next frequency auction,

of spectrum, and implied they had only

consultation in autumn 2016 to set out its

expected in 2017. According to the

bought certain airwaves in order to

plans for the delayed 2.3GHz–3.4GHz sale

operator, market-leader EE currently

deny access to Telefónica and Three.

(Vodafonewatch, #139).

holds a 42%-spectrum share, compared

He added that the mobile market only
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Vodafone to appeal ONO cable tax barrier
Vodafone said it will appeal before Spanish and
European courts against the Supreme Court tax
ruling that it has claimed effectively prevents the full
merger of Vodafone Spain (VfS) with cable operator
ONO (Vodafonewatch, #128, #129, and passim).
Following the ruling — which deemed it legal for the
Ayuntamiento de Madrid (Madrid City Hall) to tax
fixed‑line infrastructure installed on public land to
supply mobile services — Pedro Peña, Director of Legal
and Regulatory at VfS, said that more than 130 Spanish
councils had already copied the Madrid model, and that
costs could rise between €600m (£517m) and €700m if
the tax was applied nationwide.

Despite the legal hitch, Vodafone has insisted it remains
committed to (and on track with) operational integration
of the two businesses.
In May 2016, it raised post-merger savings targets for
both the ONO acquisition and Kabel Deutschland buyout
in Germany, following “greater than anticipated synergy
capture” (Vodafonewatch, #122 and #144).
The four-year ONO integration programme achieved
its original aim of extracting €240m (£211m) in annual
operating and capital expenditure synergies from ONO
and VfS’s joint operations by March 2016, and has now
been handed an expanded, €300m target.

Speaking to Expansión in early‑September 2016, António
Coimbra, Chief Executive of VfS, said the tax on the
telecoms sector was an “aberration”.
In June 2016, Vodafone said it will opt against a full legal
merger between ONO and VfS, calculating its tax bill
would be much cheaper that way.

UK
• Vodafone UK (VfUK) highlighted the

in the first place. The operator — which

Ofcom on measures against nuisance

introduction of an updated network-

purportedly carries around 23 million

calls, and in parallel operates a “nuisance

level nuisance call barring system for

inbound calls in total, daily — said it

call bureau” to work with customers to

its subscribers. The technology, which

had blocked 425,000 “nuisance and

prevent unwanted calls. The launch of

VfUK claims will “significantly reduce

scam calls” in one day, during a week-long

the new system came as VfUK reported

distress for customers”, is said to be an

test of the new system (reducing the

it had secured accreditation from

upgrade to the OpCo’s legacy system,

volume of unwanted calls that day

the UK’s Telephone Preference Service,

through which VfUK was able to prevent

to under 1,000). It did not name the

which enables marketing opt-outs for

a user from unintentionally returning

vendors with which it worked on its

customers, following a Direct Marketing

a fraudulent call but could not block

implementation. VfUK is said to be

Association audit of the practices of its

nuisance calls from reaching customers

working more broadly with regulator

outbound contact centres.
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UK
Vf UK remains on back foot, despite fixed-line moves
Vittorio Colao, Chief Executive of Vodafone, gave
out a fairly dry assessment of the Group’s future
prospects in its home market, with loss-making
Vodafone UK (VfUK) remaining hampered by
competitive challenges.

VfUK remains in the midst of a battle between BT,
its communications provider peers, and politicians in
relation to the ongoing Ofcom Strategic Review of Digital
Communications, and particularly the future of Openreach as
an independent entity.
Ofcom published its provisional recommendations on the

Speaking during a ‘fireside chat’ at Goldman Sachs’
September 2016 Communacopia Conference in New York,
Colao indicated that VfUK’s recent moves to expand
its consumer fixed‑line broadband and TV presence, in
response to the converging marketplace, would be unlikely
to deliver significant value to the Group.

review in July 2016, which called for legal separation of
Openreach from the rest of BT Group. At the same time BT
put forward its plans for greater separation that fell short of
Ofcom’s plan in several key areas. Since then negotiations
between BT and Ofcom have continued, and BT rivals have
taken steps to maintain pressure on the regulator to stick
to its guns. The window for responses to Ofcom’s latest

Colao noted VfUK’s ongoing reliance on BT Group’s
Openreach division for much of its fibre access, reiterating
that wholesaler's services were “too expensive” and that
the provider “doesn’t work the way it should”.

provisional report closed on 4 October 2016.

In a nod to Vodafone’s ongoing lobbying of regulator
Ofcom over Openreach’s future ownership
structure and practices, including recent backing of
a Fix Britain’s Internet campaign with other BT rivals
(Vodafonewatch, #147), Colao summarised the Group’s UK
outlook as dominated by a “regulatory battle to improve
the conditions there”.

UK
• Nearly one year after regulator Ofcom

online the actual speeds they can expect,

way of explanation as to why sign‑up had

invited broadband providers to sign up

not just theoretical ones. They can

taken so long, VfUK said it only made its

to a revised voluntary code of practice

also apparently tear up their contracts,

application after completing a “major

on broadband speeds, Vodafone UK

without penalty, if the minimum

investment programme” in its fixed‑line

(VfUK) finally committed to give

guaranteed download speed is not

network. Ofcom published its revised

customers more detailed information

achieved after 28 days from notifying

broadband code in October 2015. Other

about their home broadband service.

VfUK. The OpCo added it was going

ISPs already committed to Ofcom’s

By signing up to the code, new and

beyond the code’s remit by providing

voluntary code are BT, EE, KCOM, Sky,

upgrading VfUK customers can view

details on upload speeds. Perhaps as

TalkTalk, Virgin Media, and Zen Internet.
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Defence above all
Across the consumer segment in general, Colao said VfUK’s
objective was “essentially to defend our base, and to have a
nice growth [rate], driven by both fixed and mobile”.
At the same time, though, he said that, “quite frankly, on
the fixed side, there will be almost no profitability”.
He also said VfUK’s (slightly) more aggressive stance on
fixed-line broadband, supported by availability of new,
‘line rental-less’ plans and an upcoming release of paytelevision services (Vodafonewatch, #147 and passim), had
accelerated subscriber acquisition. However, he did not
characterise it as forming a “big attack on BT” that would
worry Gavin Patterson, his counterpart at the telco.
VfUK’s objective is not to “shape” the consumer market in
the UK, he added.

Profitability remains a key area of focus in VfUK’s
enterprise business, too.
It appears that one part of the mandate handed to
former Group Enterprise Director Nick Jeffery, as
the new Chief Executive of VfUK, is to push through a
rationalisation process for VfUK’s B2B products portfolio,
as part of the “tail” of its Cable & Wireless Worldwide
integration programme. Through this scheme, the OpCo
aims to achieve “better profitability from existing sales” in
the B2B segment, said Colao.
While there has been no indication that the Group is
considering a more dramatic overhaul of VfUK, the Italian
stressed that he remained open to local consolidation
opportunities, as speculation continues over possible
additional combinations of the market’s various fixed-line
and mobile players. “If in the future we have asset-based
deals to consider, we will”.

B2B portfolio optimisation flagged

VfUK — whose long-running competitive challenges have

The enterprise side of the UK business was flagged as
“working pretty well”, albeit with the caveated threat of
increased BT aggression following its EE buyout.

migration problems (Vodafonewatch, #147 and passim)

in recent quarters been exacerbated by high-profile billing
— was the largest Vodafone OpCo to remain in reverse
gear on sales during the quarter to 30 June 2016, reporting
a 3.2%-drop in service revenue, to €1.76bn (£1.54bn). It posted

Colao was dismissive of other competitors in the businessto-business (B2B) market, saying that BT will “become
more aggressive and competitive with EE on the enterprise
segment, but, at the end of the day, it is us and them”.

an “adjusted” operating loss of €91m in the six months to
30 June 2016 (Vodafonewatch, #146).
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Australia — Vodafone Hutchison Australia
VHA rallies behind Nokia on 4G emergency networks
Vodafone Hutchison Australia (VHA) was
named among supporters of the Mission Critical
Communications Alliance (MCCA), a new, Nokia‑led
coalition that aims to formalise standards and
partnerships around the use of LTE for public
safety communications.
Easwaren Siva, General Manager of Technology
Governance & Strategy at VHA, flagged that the
joint venture was “very keen to expand its focus and
expertise in the area of public safety”, and it had joined
the MCCA to “explore opportunities to deliver improved
safety capability for the Australian public”.

“

We see the Alliance as being a really important step
in collaborating and developing the best ideas into
solutions that leverage commercial 4G networks to
provide improved public safety. ” — Siva.

Nokia highlighted that the Alliance as aiming to “lead
critical public safety communications ecosystem and
standardisation”, supported by operators, government
bodies, and first-responder agencies. “More than ten
leading service providers and agencies” are said to have
joined the MCCA so far, although VHA was the only backer
to be identified, beyond Japan’s Mobile Radio Center.
While the emergence of LTE‑based public safety networks
has raised concerns, both in Australia and elsewhere,
VHA’s move comes following the early‑2016 release of a
report by Australia’s Productivity Commission, highlighting
use of private sector mobile broadband infrastructure as
the “most efficient, effective and economical” option for
enabling future public safety networks.
Both of VHA’s larger rivals, Optus and Telstra, have also
indicated eagerness for involvement in the country’s
planned Public Safety Mobile Broadband services rollout.

AUSTRALIA — VODAFONE HUTCHISON AUSTRALIA
• Vodafone Hutchison Australia

VHA’s Chief Strategy Officer. Lebara is also

network and enable new services. “With

(VHA) purchased the local business

a Vodafone MVNO partner in Spain and

the Internet of Things on our doorstep,

of “ethnic” mobile virtual network

the UK. Lebara’s founders reportedly tried

it is paramount we manage spectrum

operator (MVNO), and VHA partner,

to sell its entire MVNO operations in 2011,

efficiently and reallocate capacity to

Lebara for an undisclosed sum. The buy

but Vodafone’s lack of interest apparently

our more advanced networks to help

is said to have seen VHA pick up Lebara’s

scuppered the deal (Vodafonewatch, #96).

more of our customers have a better

customer base of around 130,000 at

experience”, said Kevin Millroy, VHA’s

the time of sale. VHA reportedly said

• Vodafone Hutchison Australia

acting Chief Technical Officer. The OpCo

it plans to maintain the Lebara brand,

(VHA) announced it will switch off

said it will soon start transitioning 2G

and that services would not be affected.

its 2G network on 30 September 2017.

customers onto its 3G and 4G networks.

“Lebara Mobile has built up a strong

According to VHA, the 2G network

Rivals Optus and Telstra have already

brand presence and loyal customer base

carries less 1% of total data traffic, and

announced plans to close down their

in Australia, and we see opportunities to

around 2% of total voice. The freed-up

2G networks — Telstra by end-2016, and

grow the business further”, said Dan Lloyd,

spectrum will be used to beef up the 4G

Optus by April 2017.
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Scepticism to overcome
VHA’s move came as a report issued by the UK’s National
Audit Office (NAO) highlighted worries over the country’s
planned adoption of an (EE‑provided) LTE-based
Emergency Services Network (ESN) — Vodafonewatch,
#135 and passim. Amyas Morse, Head of the NAO, called
the programme “inherently high risk”, and argued the
“need to save money and get out of a difficult commercial
relationship” — i.e. the government’s current TETRA
network tie‑up with provider Motorola Solutions’ Airwave
business — had led it “try and move to an approach that is
not yet used nationwide anywhere in the world”.

“

Beyond VHA’s announcement, Vodafone has still to make
an obvious signal of interest in involvement in 4G-based
public safety communications, and will no doubt be
conscious of the heightened service quality scrutiny
and investment obligations that will come alongside
participation in the space.

There are significant technical challenges that the
programme needs to overcome, including working
with EE to increase the coverage and resilience of
its 4G network so that it at least matches Airwave,
and developing handheld and vehicle‑mounted
devices as no devices currently exist that would
work on ESN. ” — NAO.

AUSTRALIA — VODAFONE HUTCHISON AUSTRALIA
• Vodafone Hutchison Australia

failures, given its history — blamed a

to have begun on 25 September 2016, and

(VHA) apologised after a network

“router malfunction” for the outage and

to have primarily affected 4G data — but

fault knocked out its 4G data services.

said it will provide contract and prepaid

also caused congestion on VHA’s 2G and

The joint venture — which will be hyper-

customers with a 2GB data bonus as a

3G networks owing to the volume of

sensitive to the fallout of any network

gesture of recompense. The issue is said

traffic diverted from 4G infrastructure.

• Vodafone India (VfIn) formed a 2G

BSNL spokesperson said the arrangement

Vodafone (Vodafonewatch, #102 and #116).

roaming agreement with national

will help it “make our network coverage

The BSNL relationship is one of numerous

telco Bharat Sanchar Nigam (BSNL),

better, especially in urban areas” — while

Indian assets Vodafone picked up through

widening both operators’ service reach.

for VfIn, Chief Executive Sunil Sood said it

the C&WW buy, although the Group has

The deal — the terms and scope of which

will “further strengthen the reach of our

since said little on whether and how they

were not revealed — was presented

network, especially in the hinterland and

have been amalgamated and/or maintained.

by local media as another measure to

surrounding rural areas”. One sidenote to

As well as the BSNL arrangement, C&WW

improve mobile voice coverage, amid

the agreement is the possibility it is linked

held licences for national and international

ongoing regulatory scrutiny into call

to a historical, international and domestic

long-distance services in the country, as

drop rates on Indian mobile networks

network-sharing relationship between

well as operating several offices, landing

(Vodafonewatch, #145 and passim). For

BSNL and Cable & Wireless Worldwide

stations, fibre and satellite assets, and

BSNL, the agreement appears focused on

(C&WW) — formed in 2008, four years

technical centres in the cities of Chennai

service quality improvement in cities — a

before the operator’s purchase by

and Bangalore.

INDIA
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Egypt
Egypt tangle continues after VfEg’s 4G rights rejection
Uncertainty continued to pervade over Egypt’s
long-delayed 4G licensing process — as well as the
broader related question of the Group’s future
position in the country — after Vodafone Egypt
(VfEg) and its fellow incumbent mobile operators
rejected concessions over pricing and terms.
VfEg said the licences — which are thought to provide
15‑year access to 700MHz and 1800MHz spectrum,
but with different operators seemingly offered varying
range sizes and structures — would not offer sufficient
bandwidth to allow it to operate 4G services “efficiently
and in a way that would allow the Egyptian user to
experience significantly higher speeds”.
Current rivals Etisalat Egypt and Orange Egypt were also
reported to have declined to buy the rights they were
offered, ahead of a 22 September 2016 deadline — with
the latter echoing VfEg by arguing that the “quantity of
spectrum offered is not enough to offer the Egyptian
customers the quality of 4G services that they deserve”.
Backing up the incumbent mobile operators’ position
on the licences was the GSM Association (GSMA),
which repeated recent criticism over the concessions’
suitability (Vodafonewatch, #146). In a statement, John
Giusti, Chief Regulatory Officer at the GSMA, urged
the government to “increase the amount of spectrum
offered to mobile operators to facilitate the speedy
roll-out of 4G services in Egypt”.
Only fixed‑line incumbent (and VfEg minority shareholder)
Telecom Egypt (TE) was said to have confirmed it will go
ahead and purchase one of the 4G licences, freeing it to
pursue a long‑coveted mobile entrance, once it secures
national roaming arrangements with one or more of the
existing trio (Vodafonewatch, passim).

Reports regarding the true extent and conditions of the
licences are confusing and contradictory, but appear to
suggest that Orange and VfEg have been offered a smaller
range of frequency rights than TE and Etisalat (which was
the last player to come into the market, in 2007).
The licence pursued by TE is said to have been priced at
just over EGP 7bn (£610m/€702m), and to offer access to
2×10MHz of 700MHz airwaves and 2×5MHz at 1800MHz
(with the option of a five‑year extension on the initial
15-year timeframe, priced at EGP 2bn).
VfEg currently holds rights at 900MHz (2×13MHz),
1800MHz (2×10MHz), and 2.1GHz (2×15MHz).

TE mobile entrance brings crunch
for Vodafone in Egypt
The situation, as it stands, not only brings the prospect of
a new competitive threat to VfEg, in the form of TE, it will
also mean that the wireline incumbent must ultimately
exit VfEg (possibly within one year of its own mobile
services launch), thus obliging the Group to seek other
local partnership options, a buyout of TE’s 45%‑holding
— or perhaps exit itself.
While Vodafone is still to indicate its response to the
availability of TE’s 45% interest in VfEg, the former
has suggested a buyout of Vodafone’s own stake is on
the table as an option. In August 2016, Tamer Gadalla,
Chief Executive of TE, said the operator will, before
beginning its mobile network deployment programme,
“explore our option for buying [the] Vodafone stake or
taking the decision to sell our Vodafone stake”.
Vodafone has had many years to study its options
in Egypt, with TE having shown restlessness over its
minority VfEg position for a decade or more, including via
unsuccessful negotiations over a buyout of Vodafone’s
55%‑stake in 2010 (Vodafonewatch, 2010.05 and passim).
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Other new entrants circling
A further consideration for VfEg and Vodafone is that
three incumbent mobile operators’ rejection of the 4G
licences may open the way for further outside players
to make an entrance into Egypt. China Telecom, Saudi
Telecommunications Company, and Zain Group have
all been mooted as interested, should the National
Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (NTRA) follow
up earlier indications of plans to auction licences using
any frequencies the existing players decline to pick up
(Vodafonewatch, #145).
The NTRA has reiterated eagerness to press ahead
with this plan, via the withdrawal of its offer for the
incumbents, and publication of adapted terms for
concessions pencilled in for sale via the auction. However,

the GSMA is pushing for “renewed dialogue” on the
licencing process, suggesting there may be a chance of
rapprochement between the NTRA, VfEg, and its existing
mobile rivals, rather than immediate move to an auction.
Giusti called for the Egyptian authorities to come up
with “revised licence conditions, arrived at through a
transparent, consultative process with the industry”.
A yet further question that hangs over the Egyptian situation
is where it leaves VfEg in terms of opportunities to acquire
a local Unified Licence permitting it to expand its fixed‑line
presence and hit back at TE, strategically (Vodafonewatch,
#136 and passim). Vodafone in recent months has indicated
the NTRA’s Unified Licence liberalisation process is “on
hold”, with disagreements between TE and authorities,
including over plans for a second state wireline player called
KAYAN, seemingly at the heart of delays.

Kenya — Safaricom
Facebook M‑PESA move rumours denied
Bob Collymore, Chief Executive (CEO) of
Safaricom, dismissed speculation that Facebook
is considering a play for the operator’s flagship
M‑PESA m‑money business.

While Safaricom remains quiet on M‑PESA’s profitability
— and by extension, value — it attributed KES 41.5bn
(£320m/€366m) of its KES 195.7bn revenue to the service
in its last financial year (to 31 March 2016/FY15–16). This
represented 27%-growth over FY14–15’s M‑PESA revenue
figure. Contributing to the expansion was a 20%‑increase in

Collymore described the internet rumours — seemingly
prompted by an early‑September 2016 visit to the Kenyan
capital Nairobi by Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg — as
“made up”. He argued that the social media giant could readily
build its own m‑money platform if it wished to launch a similar
offering (although m‑money barriers to entry stretch well
beyond technology challenges, as Vodafone’s efforts to seed
M‑PESA in other emerging markets have shown).

(30‑day) active M‑PESA users, to 16.6 million, and a 27%‑rise in
total transactional value, to KES 5.3trn.
While Safaricom is by far the main contributor to the Group’s
overall m‑money business, Vodafone itself may not be
too unhappy at the suggestion of a tie‑up between the
Kenyan operator and Facebook. Vodafone — which
owns the intellectual property behind M‑PESA — has a
guaranteed revenue stream from adoption and usage of the

Zuckerberg’s Nairobi trip, disclosed on his Facebook
page, was said by the American to have been motivated
by a desire to “meet with entrepreneurs and developers,
and to learn about mobile money — where Kenya is the
world leader”. Collymore said he did not hook up with
Zuckerberg during the trip, as he was in a Safaricom
Board of Directors meeting.

offering in Kenya, via the managed services agreement that
underpins Safaricom’s operation of M‑PESA, and could see
an arrangement with Facebook as a means to boost this
further. This could also give the Group options for its overall,
international M‑PESA operation, a spin‑off of which has been
mooted in the past (Vodafonewatch, #124).
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Safaricom trumpets G2 impact
Relatedly, Safaricom’s recently-released FY15–16
Annual Report confirmed that a rejig of the managed
services agreement underpinning M‑PESA took place
in August 2015, following on from the offering’s longmooted migration to a local, Huawei Technologiessupported, data centre platform, branded “G2”
(Vodafonewatch, passim).
As before, the arrangement sees Safaricom pay quarterly
licence fees to Group entity Vodafone Sales and Services
Ltd (VSSL), which oversees money flow associated with
some collaborations between the Group’s centre and
OpCos. According to the Annual Report, these payments
comprise 5% of M‑PESA revenue, including distribution
savings associated with airtime transactions made
through the service.

“

The successful relocation of M‑PESA platform
servers to Kenya has been one of the largest
milestones towards increasing efficiency for
our customers. The new platform has since
eliminated system failures that previously caused
delays and frustration to our users. The number
of transactions-per-second has increased and
transfers of mobile money from bank to M‑PESA is
now completed almost instantly. Lipa na M‑PESA
[goods and services] transactions, [and purchases
of] airtime and data bundles are now faster and
more stable. ” — Safaricom.

Vodacom Democratic Republic of Congo and
Vodacom Tanzania have also in recent months installed
equivalent G2 platforms to support their m‑money
services, while Vodacom Mozambique is thought to be in
the process of implementing one.

Under the previous structure, whereby M‑PESA was
enabled from European data centres, Safaricom paid 10%
of M‑PESA revenue to VSSL.
Safaricom — which had long expressed frustration with
the technical performance of the legacy, European-based
platform — has, since the move, hailed G2 as “stable
and robust”. Further, in line with the “platform” strategy
that Collymore is pushing (Vodafonewatch, #145–#147),
the operator has trumpeted the switch as an enabler
for service differentiation, via “versatile integration
capabilities for our development partners”.

KENYA — SAFARICOM
• Safaricom expanded a partnership

schemes for medical service providers

development. Sanda Ojiambo, Head of

with Kenyan m‑health startup CarePay,

— after signing up 45,000 users and

Corporate Responsibility at Safaricom,

which sees the operator’s M‑PESA

2,000 medical facilities since releasing

and Les Baillie, Executive Director of

m‑money tool help enable the latter’s

the offering in November 2015. The

the M‑PESA Foundation (and former

financial services. CarePay said it had

M‑PESA Foundation, the charitable arm

Safaricom Chief Financial Officer), sit on

instigated “national rollout” of its M‑TIBA

of Safaricom’s m‑money toolbox, is an

the provider’s Board of Directors.

(m‑treatment) wallet — which enables

investor in CarePay, and the operator is

healthcare savings, payments, and bonus

said to have been involved in M‑TIBA’s
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New Zealand
VfNZ’s Rural Broadband Initiative brief expands
Vodafone New Zealand (VfNZ) upped the
peak‑speed commitments it is seeking to meet via
the Rural Broadband Initiative (RBI), a government
scheme to extend rural broadband coverage using
a mixture of fixed wireless networks and upgraded
copper connections (Vodafonewatch, passim).

As of 30 June 2016, the MBIE announced that all new tower
builds and copper-line upgrades related to the RBI were
complete, and that around 92% of tower upgrades to 4G
were done and dusted. A total of 293,000 RBI connections
were in place at that time, the overwhelming majority of
which were provided by VfNZ (around 280,000).

In an agreement struck with the Ministry of Business,
Innovation, and Employment (MBIE), VfNZ raised its top
4G wireless broadband speed target to 30Mbps, up from
5Mbps. Commitment on 4G peak upload speeds jumped
tenfold, from 500Kbps to 5Mbps, while 3G targets remained
the same — 5Mbps for downloads and 500Kbps for uploads.
Tony Baird, Director of Technology at VfNZ, said
“significant advancements” in fixed wireless broadband
technology had enabled the revised MBIE agreement. He
added that some rural customers were already enjoying
download rates well above the revised RBI commitment,
at “around 75Mbps”.

KENYA — SAFARICOM
• Safaricom lowered the valuation of

(£3.6m/€2.8m) on the transaction, having

Safaricom, has defended the operator

a five‑acre piece of land it purchased

lowered its value to KES 845m from the

against what he has claimed are

at Garden City, an office, residential,

KES 1.15bn it paid private equity firm Actis

unsubstantiated accusations. In an

and retail complex on which it intends to

for the land in 2015. Directors at Actis

internal memo to staff, Collymore

base its headquarters. The devaluation

reportedly expressed surprise at the

said that “as a responsible company”,

was presented by local media as lending

devaluation and maintained the pricing

Safaricom sometimes “seeks the views

some credence to a leaked KPMG report

level was correct. The KPMG document,

of external experts to ensure that

that found the price to have been inflated

which reviewed a variety of “questionable

compliance and governance processes

(Vodafonewatch, #146). As highlighted by

tenders” undertaken by Safaricom, is the

are effectively implemented”. The KPMG

the Business Daily newspaper, Safaricom

subject of a parliamentary investigation.

report was commissioned by Safaricom.

booked a fair value loss of KES 366m

Bob Collymore, Chief Executive of
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Vodacom — South Africa
VdSA advances fibre plan b with leasing tie‑ups
Vodacom South Africa (VdSA) furthered an effort
to breathe new life into next-generation network
(NGN) expansion, after the disappointment of
its blocked Neotel buyout, by forming a series of
deals to piggyback on other players’ fibre assets
(Vodafonewatch, #143, #147, and passim).
The operator — which had previously mooted interest
in network‑sharing tie‑ups with other broadband
players, to advance its post‑Neotel fibre ambitions
— highlighted a two‑sided, 15‑year “strategic partnership”
with the Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa (Prasa),
a state‑owned commuter and long-distance operator
formed in 2009 from the consolidation of the country’s
rail transport assets.
One half of the agreement enables Vodacom to lease
capacity on Prasa’s 900km fibre network, largely running
parallel with its train lines. The other will see VdSA’s
Vodacom Business enterprise arm provide a range of ICT
services to Prasa’s Intersite commercial development
subsidiary, for resale — supporting a plan instigated in
2013 by Prasa to make better use of its networking assets
and target new revenue opportunities.

While the specifics and scope of the agreement’s
benefits to VdSA have not been laid out in detail,
Prasa’s network will provide potential to boost VdSA’s
backbone in metropolitan areas. The provider’s Metrorail
commuter train service operates in and around the cities
of Cape Town, Durban, East London, Johannesburg,
Port Elizabeth, and Pretoria, among others, while a
broader range of towns and cities are covered by its
long distance Mainline Passenger Service.
VdSA said it will make the dark fibre assets available to
enterprise, government, and wholesale customers.

Five further deals announced
Alongside the Prasa tie‑up, VdSA flagged lease agreements
with five smaller third‑party network operators — Century
City Connect, Dark‑Fibre Africa, Fibrehoods, Openserve,
and Vumatel — to broaden the reach of its fibre‑tothe‑home (FTTH) services.
The deals will provide VdSA with “access to pre‑deployed
FTTH networks inclusive of access build and active
equipment, which rapidly increases time-to-market”, said
Louisa van Beek, Managing Executive of FTTx at VdSA.
She added that they will “accelerate access to fibre
services for our customers”, but did not provide figures
on the extent of the boost, or information on the new
agreements’ terms.
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Vodacom conceded in August 2016 that it was running
behind expectations on fibre expansion, and was planning
a “wholesale, self‑build, and co‑build” NGN strategy in a
bid to catch up. Beyond partnerships, it has been linked
with a fixed‑line network add‑on acquisition in the form of
state‑owned Broadband Infraco (Vodafonewatch, #144). It
has also recently tied with Canadian fibre network equipment
provider Lite Access Technologies on a technical project
aimed at easing rollout challenges through self‑install products
(Vodafonewatch, #145).
At 31 March 2016, VdSA had passed 17,384 ‘end points’
with fibre, and had signed up around 15,000 clients to
fibre‑based services, according to its latest Annual Report. In
September 2016, the operator claimed to have increased its
fibre reach to 25,000 premises. Having seemingly revamped
targets, in the wake of the Neotel deal collapse, VdSA is now
referencing an ambition to have access to one million fibre
end‑points by 2020.
Safaricom, Vodafone India, and Vodafone Turkey are
among other emerging markets OpCos to have recently
highlighted fibre broadband expansion ambitions, to further
diversification, signalling expansion of the Group’s NGN focus
beyond Europe (Vodafonewatch, #143 and #147).

VODACOM — SOUTH AFRICA
• Vodacom Business, the operator’s

but Vodacom Chief Executive

the four-year deal would cover up to

domestic enterprise division,

Shameel Joosub confirmed the contract

1.3 million government employees.

secured a reportedly sizeable deal

win, saying it will see the operator

Should 400,000 staff take up Vodacom’s

from South Africa’s National Treasury,

“deliver on the all‑important task

services, it would be worth around

to supply mobile devices and services

of enabling government to connect

ZAR 5bn (£281m/€325m) over the

to civil servants. Vodacom did not

and communicate efficiently”. The

contract’s duration, the newspaper’s

disclose details of the engagement,

Business Day newspaper reported that

sources estimated.
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Further reading
GROUP
M&A
•

Goldman Sachs 25th Annual Communacopia

•

Conference — Goldman Sachs, September 201.
•

Elliott welcomes decision of Kabel Deutschland

war — Financial Times, 22 September 2016.
•

audit — Elliot Advisors (UK), 6 September 2016.

Sonus acquires Taqua, a leading supplier of IP
communications systems — Taqua, 26 September 2016.

Holding AG to withdraw appeal against second special
•

Vodafone builds Indian war chest for looming telco

•

Caringo raises additional $8.8 million in venture
funding — Caringo, 29 September 2016.

Amdocs acquires three leading technology companies to
expand digital offering — Amdocs, 14 September 2016.

People
•

Juvo launches with a reach of 100m users, pursues
mission to provide financial identity to prepaid mobile
users worldwide — Juvo, 9 September 2016.

Global Technology
•

Vodafone completes the world’s first trial of standardised NB‑IoT

•

on a live commercial network — Vodafone, 19 September 2016.

Vodafone Netherlands to launch NB‑IoT services in
mid-2017 — Telecompaper, 24 September 2016.

Group Commercial
•

Vodafone to explain its plans to Subtel — El Diario, 9 September 2016.

•

Vodafone eyes IoT services in Chile, not consumer voice,
data — Business News Americas, 14 September 2016.

•

•

Vodafone-Technologie vernetzt neuen SKODA
KODIAQ — VfD, 30 September 2016.

•

Vodafone extends Partner Market agreement with
Afrimax to Cameroon — Afrimax, 23 September 2016.

Vodafone to provide network connection for Care Connect
services for the new ŠKODA Kodiaq — VfCZ, 2 September 2016.

Supply chain
•

Huawei Cyber Security Evaluation Centre (HCSEC) Oversight
Board Annual Report 2016 — HCSEC Oversight Board, May 2016.

•

•

Meet the 2016 SAP HANA Innovation Award
winners! — SAP, 29 August 2016.

Be Heard Group PLC half‑year report
— Be Heard, 15 September 2016.

Strategy
•

Goldman Sachs 25th Annual Communacopia
Conference — Goldman Sachs, September 2016.

•

Vodafone builds Indian war chest for looming telco
war — Financial Times, 22 September 2016.
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Legal and regulatory
•

State of the Union 2016: Commission paves the way

•

citizens and businesses — EC, 14 September 2016.
•

•

Vodafone welcomes EU Commission’s revision of EU
Vodafone Group Plc European telecoms framework call

Europeans — EC, 21 September 2016.
•

— final — CQ FD Disclosure, 16 September 2016.
•

End of roaming charges in the EU in 2017: questions
and answers on fair use policy and other preparatory
measure — EC, 22 September 2016.

New EU telco rules will “fragment” market says Skype,
WhatsApp, YouTube — Ars Technica, 15 September 2016.

End of roaming charges in the EU in 2017: Commission
agrees on new approach to make it work for all

telecoms framework — Vodafone, 14 September 2016.
•

Vodafone Group Plc European Telecoms Framework call
— final — CQ FD Disclosure, 16 September 2016.

for more and better internet connectivity for all

•

New EU roaming plan drops time limits
— EU Business, 22 September 2016.

EUROPE
Ireland
•

Anger at Vodafone as IFA backs eir’s broadband

•

bid — Irish Times, 29 September 2016.

Former CEO: Claims over data are untrue
— The Irish Examiner, 22 September 2016.

Germany
•

Vodafone baut die Zentrale der Gigabit-Netze

•

— Vodafone, 22 September 2016.
•

Vodafone startet 4.5G ausbauprogramm in den
ersten 30 städten — VfD, 16 September 2016.

Calvi selected by Vodafone Germany to create a more customercentric billing experience — Calvi, 26 September 2016.

Netherlands
•

Vodafone en T‑Mobile gedagvaard voor

•

Vodafone România lansează Supernet 4G+ și oferă clienților

misleading — NOS, 31 August 2016.

Romania
•

o experiență de nouă generație — VfR, 5 September 2016.
•

Vodafone Romania partners with Netflix to allow users to watch
content on smartphones — Business Review, 30 September 2016.

Vodafone Romania launches Supernet 4G+, providing double
speeds compared to 4G — Business Review, 5 September 2016.

Spain
•

Vodafone to launch symmetric 1Gbps — Advanced

•

Television, 6 September 2016.
•

de FTTH, que superaron los 4,1 millones de
conexiones — CNMC, 13 September 2016.

Spain: Orange and Vodafone in FTTH battle
— Advanced Television, 9 September 2016.

Continúa la migración de líneas DSL a conexiones

•

Vodafone recurre las tasas que el Ayuntamiento de Madrid
cobra a las operadoras — Expansión, 6 September 2016.

UK
•

UK mobile operator Three calls for spectrum cap
to rein in EE — Reuters, 6 September 2016.

•

Vodafone now blocks nuisance calls before they reach
your phone — Wired, 20 September 2016.
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Vodafone UK now blocks scam calls on mass‑scale from

•

Vodafone UK signs up to Ofcom’s home broadband code to

•

Goldman Sachs 25th Annual Communacopia

entering its network — VfUK, 20 September 2016.
•

Vodafone UK becomes first telecoms company to received

deliver on speed promise — VfUK, 27 September 2016.

anti-nuisance call accreditation — VfUK, 22 September 2016.

Conference — Goldman Sachs, September 2016.
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Australia — Vodafone Hutchison Australia
•

Nokia launches Mission Critical Communications

•

in 2017 — ZDNet, 30 September 2016.

Alliance to drive global adoption of 4G LTE-based public
safety technology — Nokia, 14 September 2016.
•

•

Vodafone apologises for major outage
— Computerworld, 26 September 2016.

•

Vodafone Australia confirms mobile outage caused
by router issue — ZDNet, 26 September 2016.

Upgrading emergency service communications: the
Emergency Services Network — NAO, 15 September 2016.

•

•

Vodafone joins Nokia public safety 4G comms
group — Computerworld, 15 September 2016.

Vodafone Australia shutting down 2G network

•

Vodafone adds 130,000 Lebara customers — Australian

Vodafone says sorry following outage: 2GB data for
customers — Channel News, 27 September 2016.

Associated Press, 13 September 2016.

Egypt
•

Q2 2016 Telecom Egypt Co SAE earnings call

•

— final — CQ FD Disclosure, 11 August 2016.
•

Vodafone, Orange, Etisalat shun 4G licences

— Daily News Egypt, 28 September 2016.
•

— officials — Reuters, 22 September 2016.
•

TE is now a mobile carrier, what’s next?
GSMA calls for renewed talks on 4G licences in
Egypt — GSMA, 29 September 2016.

Egypt may offer 4G License in international tender,
agency says — Bloomberg, 22 September 2016.

India
•

Voda-BSNL 2G intra-circle roaming pact to tackle

•

M‑TIBA national rollout underway

call drops — PTI, 11 September 2016.

Kenya — Safaricom
— The Standard, 22 September 2016.
•

KES 366m — Business Daily, 10 August 2016.
•

Collymore denies claim Facebook to buy Safaricom’s
M‑Pesa — The Star, 9 September 2016.

Safaricom cuts land value in KPMG audit report by

New Zealand
•

Broadband deployment update — MBIE, 8 August 2016.

•

Vodafone announces new RBI peak speed
agreement — VfNZ, 16 August 2016.

Vodacom — South Africa
•

Vodacom wins government deal worth up to

•

R5bn — Business Day, 15 September 2016.
•

Vodacom in R1bn railways fibre deal
— TechCentral, 22 September 2016.

Vodacom signs R1bn deal to exploit Prasa’s fibre‑optic
network — Business Day, 22 September 2016.

•

Vodacom announces new FTTH prices
— TechCentral, 23 September 2016.
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